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ABSTRACT 
The simulation experiment described herein addresses the effects of structural flexibility 
on the dynamic characteristics of a generic family of aircraft. The simulation was performed 
using the NASA Langley Visual/Motion Simulator facility. The vehicle models were obtained 
as part of this research project. The simulation results include complete response data and 
subjective pilot ratings and comments and so allow a variety of analyses. The subjective 
ratings and analysis of the time histories indicate that increased flexibility can lead to 
increased tracking errors, degraded handling qualities, and changes in the frequency content of 
the pilot inputs. These results, furthermore, are significantly affected by the visual cues 




This appendix consists of the aerodynamic force and moment coefficients and 
generalized force and moment coefficients for the elastic vehicle model. These 
nondimensional coefficients are tabulated for various values of vehicle angle on attack, a in 
degrees. The coefficients that are tabulated correspond to the coefficients which appear in the 
table of aerodynamic forces and moments, Table 2 in Chapter 2. The values of the 
coefficients correspond to the forces and moments that occur for the geometry, mass and 
inertia, and flight condition of the baseline study vehicle. 
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Table A.3 - Aerodynamic Structural Data 
C ' l Y  I C ' l Y P  
~ 
0 I -0.00046 
C'l& I C ' l Y l l Y  





































- 1.452 O.OOO9 -0.00342 
7 
Appendix 2 
Structural Mode Data 
The control point locations and corresponding normalized structural deflections for the 
study vehicle are presented in this appendix. Figure A.l depicts the locations of the control 
points. Figure A.2 presents the sign conventions for the mode shapes and their deflections and 
slopes. The modal deflections are defined to be positive in the positive coordinate directions. 
They are normalized so that the deflection at the nose (Le. fuselage station 0) is one foot. The 
structural coordinates are defined so that the x-axis lies along the longitudinal axis of the 
vehicle and is directed forward. The y-axis lies in the plane of the wings, is orthogonal to the 
x-axis and points out the right wing. The z-axis is orthogonal to the xy-plane and is directed 
downward. The origin of the xyz-coordinate system is at the center of mass of the aircraft. 
The deflections of the control points for the lowest frequency symmetric and 
antisymmetric modes are presented in the tables that follow. This mode shape data was used 
to obtain the mode shape plots presented in Figure 3 in Chapter 2. 
8 
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MODE SICWE SIGN CONVENTIONS 
Mode Shape 
+Y 
+ 2  
4, P mode deflection (fett) 
d'i 4 mode slope (feet/feet) 
qi 4 generalized deflection (dimensionless) 

































































































































24 e 0  
171 -0 
225 -0 
225 a 0  
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SCAS Gain Schedules and Nonlinear Effects 
The gain schedules that were used in the stability and control augmentation systems for 
the study vehicle are presented in this appendix. Nonlinear properties and gearing effects in 
the control system are also presented here. Figures A.3 and A.4 depict the variation of the 
pitch SCAS gains KMe and Khe with variations in flight condition (i.e. Mach number and 
altitude, respectively). Figure AS depicts the variation of the yaw SCAS gain Khv with 
variations in altitude. Figure A.6 presents the nonlinear relationship between longitudinal 
stick displacement and symmetric horizontal tail deflections. Figure A.7 presents the 
relationship between lateral stick displacement and spoiler deflections. Finally, Figure A.8 
depicts the limits that are imposed on differential tail displacement due to commanded 
symmetric tail displacement. 
14 0WPGINA.E PAGE E3 
OF POOR QUALITY 
Figure A.3 - Pitch Axis Gain Schedule : 
1 _ -  I 
15 ONGmm PAGE ?S 
.OE POOR QUALITY 
i 
16 
Figure AS - Yaw Axis Gain Schedule : IC,,,,, t 
17 
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ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
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L . :  . _..-. 
I '  - 
Figure A.6 - Pitch Axis Gearing Effects : 
Tail Surface Deflection vs.Stick Displacement 
18 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
Figure A.7 - Pitch Axis Gearing Effects : 
Spoiler Surface Deflection vs. Stick Displacement 
19 .oRKXVAL PAGE rs 





This appendix contains the specifications for the vehicle configurations that were studied 
in the simulation experiment. It also contains a chronological listing of the runs that were 
completed. The first table below presents the values for the dynamic parameters that were 
assigned to each configuration. These dynamic parameters specify the degree of flexibility in 
terms of the structural mode vibration frequencies ,.% and o,, which correspond to the 
antisymmetric and symmetric modes, respectively. The parameters “ETAY” and “ETAZ” 
indicate whether or not the antisymmetric or symmetric modes, respectively, were 
implemented in the simulation. The dynamic parameters also indicate the control system 
status. The SCAS status is indicated by the parameter SCAS which takes on values of either 
ON or OFF, if ON the stability and control augmentation systems were enabled. The gain on 
pitch rate in the pitch SCAS, KQ, is also indicated since this parameter was varied throughout 
the experiment. The status of the phugoid augmentation controller (Le. the “speed hold”) is 
indicated by the SPDH parameter. When this value is ON the phugoid augmentation was 
enabled and when OFF the phugoid augmentation was not used. An additional parameter, 
OLD CASE, is included in the configuration list. This parameter indicates the case number 
assigned to the combination of experimental and dynamic parameters when the experiment 
was conducted. The old case number is useful when cross referencing the experimental data. 
The chronological listing provides the case number associated with each simulation run 
that was made during the experiment. This chronological listing provides a means by which 
any run number or configuration number can be cross referenced. It also gives some 
indication of the availability of various forms of data that was collected during the simulation 
study such as digitally tabulated response data or strip chart plots of vehicle responses. 
21 
Table A.6 - Configuration Specifications 
CASE NO. ETAY ETAZ OMEGY OMEGZ SCAS KQ SPDH OLD CASE 
1A-11-1 OFF OFF - 
1A-11-2 OFF ON 2.0 2.0 ON 2.0 OFF 10 
1A-11-3 OFF ON 2.0 1.75 ON 2.0 OFF 16 
1A-11-4 OFF ON 2.0 1.5 ON 2.0 ON 22 
......................................................................... 
ON 2.0 OFF 4 - 
1A-21-1 OFF OFF - - ON 1.6 OFF 1* 
1A-21-2 OFF OFF - - ON 2.0 OFF 1 
1A-21-3 OFF ON 2.0 2.0 ON 2.0 OFF 7 
1A-21-4 OFF ON 2.0 1.5 ON 2.0 ON 21 
1B-11-1 OFF OFF - - ON 2.0 OFF 5 
1B-11-2 ON OFF 2.0 2.0 ON 2.0 OFF 11 
1B-11-3 ON OFF 1.5 2.0 ON 2.0 ON 32 
1B-21-1 OFF OFF - - ON 1.6 OFF 2* 
1B-21-2 OFF OFF - - ON 2.0 OFF 2 
1B-21-3 ON OFF 2.0 2.0 ON 2.0 OFF 8 



















































OFF - - ON 2.0 
ON 2.0 2.0 ON 2.0 
ON 2.0 2.0 ON 2.0 
ON 2.0 1.75 ON 2.0 
ON 2.0 1.5 ON 2.0 
ON 1.5 2.0 ON 2.0 
ON 1.0 2.0 ON 2.0 



































































































Table A.6 - Configuration Specifications concluded 
1c-21-1 
1 c-2 1-2 
1C-2 1-3 



































































































































































































































































































































































































no taped data, limited strips 
I .  
.I .. 
P c 



































1A- 1 1-4 
1C-11-5 
not on tape 
0 0  
0 0  
0 0  
e 0  
0 .  
0 0  
0 0  













































on tape only 
................................................................ 
5/22 I 1-4 I 1C-12-1 I no strips, some comments 
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Experimental Summary Sheets 
The complete set of summary sheets for the simulation experiment are presented in this 
appendix. The summary sheets provide basic information about each simulation run that was 
made. This basic information consists of the case number, run number, pilot identifier and 
dynamic parameters associated with each run. The summary sheets also provide statistical 
performance data which includes the mean errors, and qat., and standard deviations, 
along. and qat., of the tracking errors. The longitudinal axis values correspond to pitch errors 
for the pitch/roll tracking task and flight-path errors for the flight-path/heading task. The 
lateral axis values correspond to roll errors for the pitch/roll tracking task and heading angle 
errors for the flight-path/heading task. 
Probably the most important items recorded on the summary sheets are the subjective 
pilot ratings and pilot/evaluator comments. The pilot ratings indicate the level of handling 
qualities associated with each run measured on the Cooper-Harper scale. The comments 
consist of pilot opinions and recommendations regarding the vehicle dynamics and evaluator 




. A - 1  1-1 
UN/PI L @T -2z 
Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets 
SPECS 
K 2 . 0  * : OFF GJ - SCAS : ON -1 2 
q~, : OFF Cyr = - SPEED HOLD : OFF 
OLD CASE NO, ! 4 
SCORES : 
= .155 p = 1.02  
lenp Ion4 








Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
SPECS : 
: OFF o - SCAS : ON 
r)= : OFF # = - SPEED HOLD 
qY r 
OLD CASE NO. ! 4 




E - .15s q - 1.02  
m ionq 
e =  .373 o =  492 
I& lot  
C OOP ER- 
H ARP ER 






?UN/PI L OT 
30 
Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
q : OFF w = 2. 0 SCAS : ON K = 2 . 0  
Y 2 
q, : ON cv = 2. 0 SPEED HOLD 
OLD CASE NO- : 10 
SCORES : 
c =  . 048 u = 1 - 4 0  
ma tonq 
E =  -. 056 a =  -387 







- MOTION TASK HARDER AND MORE DIFFICULT 
- WORSE THAN NO MOTION [THE SENSATION NOT 
N ECE SSA R I L  Y THE PER FOR MANCE 1 
31 
Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
SPECS : 
: OFF w = 2. 0 SCAS : ON 
9?= : ON co = 2. 0 SPEED HOLD 
-Y 3 
OLD C A S E  NO- ! 10 
K = 2 . 0  
w 
; OFF 
S C O R E S  : 
E =  .1s 
rn 
E =  . 1 0  
I& 
v = 1.37 
lonq 
0 = .58  
lat 
C OOP ER- 
HARP ER 
R A T I N G  
N/A 
32 
Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
SPECS : 
n : OFF o = 2. 0 SCAS : ON K = 2 . 0  
- Y  I 
q= : ON CY = 1.75 SPEED HOLD ; ON 
OLD CASE NO- ! 16 
SCORES : 
E =  . 152 ly = 1.39 
km long 
E = -.I29 a = .71 











Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
SPECS : 
: OFF o = 2. 0 SCAS : ON 
VJ= : ON cv -- 1.75 SPEED HOLD 
1)* .v 
I 
OLD CPSE NO. : 16 
K = 2 . 0  
; ON 
SCORES : 
& - .17S c7 - 1.87 
lono long 
E = -.35 a =  . 468 
I& la 
C OOP ER- 
HARP ER 
R A T 1  NC 
N/A 
COMMENTS 
- F E L T  THAT WAS THE B E S T  HE COULD DO 
WITHOUT E X C I T I N G  THE STRUCTURAL MODES 
- ACCEPTING WIDER TOLERANCE AND EXCURSION 
- LEARNED TO COMPENSATE FOR JUMP WITH 
SMOOTHER TECHNIQUE 
- CAN KEEP FROM E X C I T I N G  THE MODES BUT 
W I TH LOWER FT EQUENC I ES PERFORMANCE I 
DEGRADED, WHERE BEFORE IS WAS NOT 
DEGRADED MUCH AT A L L  
CASE NO- 
LA-1  1-4 
- 
!UN/PI L OT 
34 
Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
SPECS : 
SCAS : ON K = 2 . 0  : OFF o = 2. 0 
-9 3 
0, : ON A, = 1.5 SPEED HOLD 
OLD CASE NO. ! 22 
SCORES 
e =  9 012 c;r = 1.56 
lone lonq 




- MUCH LARGER AMPLITUDE OF OSCILLATION 
- ADEQUATE PERFORMANCE NOT ACH IEVABLE 
- PITCH OVERSHOOT, P I 0  AND LAG 







- HAD TO REDUCE GAINS OR THINGS GOT BAD 
35 
Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
CASE NO. I SPECS : K = 2 . 0  
9 
; OFF o = 2. 0 SCAS : ON 
-Y 2 
q= : ON cv = 1.5 SPEED HOLD : ON 
OLD CASE NO- ! 22 




E =  . 167 u = 1.7 
kncl lonq 
E =  14 0 = -415 
I& IUt 




I - CAN IDENTIFY FLEX OSCILLATIONS EASIER 
WITH MOTION 
- CUES HELP: WITHOUT MOTION I T  I S  HARD TO 
TELL WHETHER A VISUAL W T T I T U D E I  
CHANGE I N  THE DISPLAY I S  DUE TO ACTUQL 
ATTITUDE CHANGE OR FLEX 
- TASK A L I T T L E  EASIER THAN CASE 1A-21-1; 
CAN KEEP MEAN ERROR AROUND ZERO AND LET 
OSCILLATIONS D I E  OUT 
CASE NO. 
1 A - 2 1 - 1  
Z UN/PI L OT 
‘-7 
36 
Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
SPECS : 
n : O F F  GJ = -  SCAS ; ON K = 1.6 
- v  # 
Q= OFF Q, = - SPEED HOLD 
OLD CASE NO- ! 1r 
: OFF 
E =  N /A a = N/A 
ion( 
COMMENTS : 
- ZERO CROSSINGS BOBBLE 
- SMALL P I O I S  WITH NOMINAL TRACKING 
- E A R L Y  I N  RUN,  TARGET REVERSED 
- H I G H  G A I N  
- S I G M A ( P l w s 2  = 0.77 
COOPER- 
HARPER 





1 A-2 1-2 
?UN/P I L O T  
+7 
37 
Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
SPECS : 
pv : OFF o = - SCAS : ON K = 2 . 0  
Qs OFF A, = - SPEED HOLD ; OFF 
# 
OLD CASE N O -  ! 1 
SCORES 
E = N/A u = N/A 
lono t o r i  
COOPER- 
HARPER 
R A T I N G  
N/A 
COMMENTS : 
- WELL DAMPED, KQs2 .0  APPEARS TO BE AN 
IMPROVEMENT OVER 1.6 
CASE NO. 
1 A - 2 1 - 2  
? UN/ PI L OT 
38 
Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
SPECS : 
: OFF o - SCAS : ON 
Q, : OFF A, = - SPEED HOLD 
-Y 9 
OLD C A S E  NO. ! 1 











- S I G M A t P  I X X 2  = 0 . 7 7  : K G  = 5.  0 t RATHER 
THAN N O M I N A L  4.5 1 
I A - 2 1 - 3  
? UN/ PI L OT 
39 
Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
: OFF ~ i )  - 2. 0 SCAS ON K = 2 . 0  
-JP 3 
Q= : ON Q, = 2. 0 SPEED HOLD : OFF 
OLD CASE NO- I 7 
SCORES 
E - .240 CI: - 1.23 
long 
E = -.os1 a = .34s 
Id. tot 
COMMENTS : 
- PITCH MORE DIFFICULT 
COOPER- 
t i  ARP ER 
RATING 
N/A 
- MORE COMPENSATION REQUIRED 
CASE NO. 
1 A - 2 1 - 3  
?UN/ P I  L OT 
40 
Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
n : OFF o = 2. 0 SCAS : ON K - 2.0 -* I 
r)= : ON # = 2. 0 SPEED HOLD 
OLD CASE NO- ! 7 
SCORES : 
JZ = . 035 u - 1.6s 
ma ionq 
E = -173 o =  458 
I d :  llrt 
COflMENTS : 
- MOTION GAVE PERFORMANCE CUES. I N  THE 
SENSE THAT I T  WAS A N  A I D  
- CAN TELL THE DEFFIERENCE BETWEEN H I S  
P I O r j  AND THE FLEX MODE AND HE KNOWS 






- WITH NO NOTION, PERHAPS I T 6  HARDER TO 
TELL THE DIFFERENCE 
41 
Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
SPECS : 
K - 2 . 0  : OFF o - 2 . 0  SCAS : ON 
-Y # 
Qr ON Q, = 1.5 SPEED HOLD : ON 
OLD CASE NO- t 21 
SCORES : 
c =  -1 .16 0 = 1.32 
lld lut 
- DOESNlT THINK THERE I S  A LAG PROBLEH, 





- OBVIOUS VISUAL OVERSHOOTS 
42 
Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
SPECS : 
q : OFF o = 2 .  0 SCAS : ON 
Q, : ON A, = 1.5 SPEED HOLD 
Y P 
OLD M E  NO. ! 21 
K = 2 . 0  
; ON 
SCORES : 
c =  .348 u = 1.49 
lcoo long 
E =  - . 0 4 1  a =  .574 
I& lot 
~ ~ 
C OOP ER- 
HARP ER 
R A T I N G  
N/A 
- TENDENCY T O  P I T C H  OVERSHOOT AND P I 0  
- LOWER I N T E N S I T Y  DUE TO NOT 
OVERCONTROLLI  NG 
- BARELY ADEQUATE PERFORMANCE, DUE T O  P I 0  
TENDENCY 
- APPARENT L A G  ( L I K E  A S P R I N G ) .  NOSE DOWN 
A T  F I R S T  
43 
Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
SPECS : 
: OFF o = 2. 0 SCAS : ON K = 2.a 
-Y P 
Q, : ON Cy = 1.5  SPEED HOLD : ON 
OLD CASE NO- ! 21 
I 
SCORES : COOPER- 
HARP ER 
E =  . 6 0 5  CY = 1.63 RATING 
long 
E =  .18 a =  . s l  
IC* lUt I 7+ 
I 
- L A G  EFFECTS NOTICABLE AND A VARIABLE 
FUNCTION O F  THE MRCNITUDE OF INPUT 
- LOWER GAINS AND SMOOTHING INPUTS 
SPECS : 
K = 2 . 0  : OFF o - S W S  : ON 
-Y 3 
I). E OFF = - SPEED HOLD ; OFF 
OLD CASE NO, ! s 
SCORES : 
e - . O O ?  a =  .228 
lono ion4 
E =  .291 a = 1.57 
I& IUt 
44 
Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
CASE NO. 
1B-11-1 
RUN/P I L OT 
7 
COMMENTS 
- PILOTS ARE TRAINED TO IGNORE MOTION AND 
BELIEVE THIER EYES.THEREFORE MOTION AND 
NO M O T I O N  RESULTS SHOULD BE CLOSE 






Table A.8 - Data Summary Shtets continued 
SPECS : 
K = 2 . 0  
1 
: O N  w = 2 . O  SCAS : ON 
r 
Q, : OFF gr = 2. 0 SPEED HOLD : OFF 
OLD CASE NO. : 11 
SCORES : 
E =  -. 063 u =  ,298 
brig long 
E = -.os4 0 = 2.18 
I& lot 
- P I L O T  COMMENTED THAT I N  GENERAL,  ROLL 










! UN/P I L  OT 
46 
Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
S P E C S  : 
'13 ; ON w = 1.5 SCAS : ON K = 2 . 0  
- r  3 
qx : OFF CV = 2. 0 SPEED HOLD 




c = - 8 4  v =  .236 
E = .222 a = 1.19 
m long 
I d c  IUt 
COMMENTS : 
- MODERATE P I L O T  C O M P E N S A T I O N  
COOPER- 
t i  ARP ER 
R A T I N G  
3.5 
- TENDENCY T O  OVERSHOOT 
47 
Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
SPECS : 
Sc4S : ON 
SPEED HOLD 
K = 1.6 
; OFF 
OLD -E NO- : 2 m  
SCORES : 
E = N / A  = N/A 
bncl ion4 
E =  N /A 0 = N / A  
IA lUt 






Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
CASE NO. 
1 Ec-2 1-2 
RUN/P I L OT 
5-2-2 
SPECS I 
K 2 . 0  
w 
; O F F  0 - -  3-s : ON 
-7 )r 
q= : OFF 4, = - SPEED HOLD : OFF 
OLD CASE NO- ! 2 
SCORES 
E - 0044 Q = .229 






R A T I N G  
N/A 
COtlllENTS 
- TENDENCY TO CREATE COMPE :NSATION I N  ROLL 
i 
49 
Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
SPECS : 
; ON o = 2.0 SCAS ; ON 
Q, : OFF cv = 2. 0 SPEED HOLD 
-3r I 
OLD CASE NO- ! 8 
K - 2.0 * 
: OFF 
SCORES : 
r=: -.233 U ”  .361 
ion* 
C OOP ER- 




Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
SPECS : 
p : O N  o = 2 . 0  SCAS ON K - 2 . 0  
- I  
r). : OFF A, = 2. 0 SPEED HOLD : OFF 
OLD CASE NO. ! 8 
SCORES : 
E =  . 346 u =  .343 
ma loni 








Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
SPECS : 
qi, : OFF A, = 2 . 0  SPEED HOLD 
OLD CASE NO- ! 31 
: ON 
SCORES : 
= . 085 CF = -265 
E = -.302 a = 1.33 
m ion4 
I d  lOt 
- SENSITIVE TO ROLL 






CASE NO.  
1c-11-1 
Table A.8 - Data s52 ummarv Sheets continued 
SPECS : 
: OFF w = - SCAS : ON 
q= OFF - SPEED HOLD 
-* # 
OLD W E  NO- ! 6 
K = 2 . 0  
; OFF 
SCORES : 
= -.03S w = .32S 
#np Ion* 
E =  1 . 04 0 = 1.89 
I d  IUt 
COOPER- 
HARPER 
R A T 1  NG 
N/A 
CO MME NTS : 
- RELUCTANCE TO D I V E  - A M P L I F I E S  BY D O W N I  
HOT I O N  




e - .069 I7 - -202 
E =  .927 a = 2 . 1 9  
lono ionq 
IA IUt 






Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
SPECS : 
: OFF w = - SCAS ; ON K = 2 . 0  
-* P 
Q= : OFF CV = - SPEED HOLD : OFF 
COMMENTS : 
- NOT TOO MUCH PITCH COMPENSATION REQUIRED 
- ROLL MAY TAKE A LITTLE [COMPENSATION TO 
COMPLETE TESK 1 
54 
Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
SPECS : 
; OFF w = - SCAS : ON 
Q= : OFF Q, = - SPEED HOLD 
? # 
OLD M E  NO- ! 6 
-~ 
SCORES 
E = . 167 CF = 1.0s 
E =  . 171 a = 1.99 
rn Ion* 
I d  lot 





R A T I N G  
N/A 
55 
Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
CASE NO. 
1c-11-1 
R UN/P I L OT 
s-7 
COMMENTS : 
- SLIGHT TENDENCY TO BOBBLE I N  PITCH AND 
ROLL 
- C ( L [ D E L T A [ S I l  I MULT = 0.5 
I 
SPECS : 
: OFF GJ = - SCAS : ON 
33, : OFF Q, - SPEED HOLD 
Y r 
OLD # S E  NO. ! 6 
K - 2 . 0  
; OFF 
SCORES 
E - . 0 7 1  IJ = - 9 1  
lonp ionq 
E =  . 152 a = 1.32 






Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
SPECS : 
: OFF w = - SCAS : ON 
?)= : OFF @ - SPEED HOLD 
-v 1 
OLD M E  NO- ! 6 
: OFF 
SCORES : 
E =  . 026 IT = 1 . 0 1  
rn Ion4 
E =  . os1 # = 1.36 
Id tat 




- TECHNIQUE : LIKE AIR-TO-AIR HUD + DONWT 
FIXATE ON DOT BUT .LOOK THROUGHlTHE 
DISLAY SO AS TO SEE ROLL TOO 
- TRIED T O  BE MORE AGGRESSIVE, LED T O  
DIMINISHING RETURNS, POSSIBLY I N  WORSE 
LONGITUDINAL SCORES 
57 
Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
: OFF 
-v 
0 = -  
I 
SG4S : ON K - 2 . 0  
33, : OFF CV - SPEED HOLD : OFF 
OLD -E NO. ! 6 
SCORES : COOPER- 
HARPER 
G = -154 Q - -953 RATING 
E = -.lo5 a = 1.19 3 
laro iorq 
I& Int 
TO WORK A L I T T L E  






Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets conthed 
SPECS : 
: O N  o = 2 . 0  SCAS : ON K = 2 . 0  T r 
33, : ON A, = 2. 0 SPEED HOLD 
OLD CASE NO- ! 12 
SCORES : 
e =  . 01 a = 1.24 
I#rp Ion4 
E = .217 0 = 2.61 
I d  I U t  
; OFF 




- DEFINITELY COMPENSATING ON BANK ERROR 
- TWO AXIS TASK LEADS TO WORSE ROLL SCORE 
- N OT SAT I SF ACT ORY PERFORMANCE 
- LURCHING AND DISPLAY JUMPING 
59 
Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
SPECS : 
TJ : O N  GJ ~ 2 . 0  SCAS : ON K = 2 . 0  
- Y  2 
q, : ON A, = 2. 0 SPEED HOLD 
OLD CXSE NO- ! 12 
; OFF 
SCORES : 
z =  183 8 = 1.34 
lono long 
E = -.os€l 0 = 1.62 
I& l o t  
I 
CASE NO. 
1 c - 1 1 - 2  
R UN/PIL OT 
s-7
COMMENTS : 
- HAVE TO R E S T  R I G H T  ARM ON R I G H T  LEE; FOR 
P R E C I S E  I N P U T S  
COOPER- 
HARP ER 
R A T I N G  
S 
I  G  






?UN/P I L OT 
Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
SPECS : 
: O N  o = 2 . 0  SCAS ; ON 
vl : or4 9 5  = 2. o SPEED HOLD 
7 3 
OLD CccSE NO. I 12 
K = 2 . 0  
; OFF 
SCORES : 
z =  . 07 u = 1.33 
long 
E =  . 01 0 = 1.19 
Id. lilt 
COMMENTS : 
- NOT PUTTING SMOOTH INPUTS IN 
- REALLY AGGRESSIVE [ NOT I C E A B L Y  MORE 
ClGGRESSIVE I N P U T S )  
- A C Q U I S I T I O N  EASY: FINE TRACKING HARD 
- HARD TO CONTROL THIS D I S P L A Y  
COOPER- 
HARP ER 
R A T I N G  
7-8 
- NOT AS mUNED UP TQDAYIC R E F E R I N G  TO H I S  





R A T I N G  
4 
ZUN/ P I  L OT 
i-7 
61 
Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
~ ~ - 
SPECS : 
: O N  w = 2 . 0  SCAS ; ON K = 2 . 0  
-Y I * 
7j l= : ON # = 2 . 0  SPEED HOLD ; ON 
OLD CASE NO. ! 13 
SCORES : 
e =  . 166 a -- 1.12 
lono lonq 
E =  -. 077 0 = 2 . 0 7  
Id lUt 
COMMENTS : 
- BANK ANGLE S T I L L  ANNOYING 
- TASK E A S I E R ,  R E S P O N S I V E .  POOR R A T I N G  DUE 
TO ROLL ( A R I G I D - B O D Y  PROBLEM PERHAPS)  
- NOT CONFUSING D I S P L A Y ,  M O T I O N  FELT (PER-  
C E I V E D )  BUT D I S P L A Y  AS GOOD AS B A S I L I N E  
- TWO D I S C R E T E  TASKS [ N O T  COUPLED)  
62 
Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
SPECS : 
TI : ON o = 2 . 0  SCAS : ON K = 2.0 
r r 
qs : ON Lv = 2. 0 SPEED HOLD 
w 
; ON 
OLD CASE NO. ! 13 
SCORES : 
c = . 097 IY = 1.24 
m ton4 






C A S E  NO. 
1C-11-3 
Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
SPECS : 
7;1 : ON 0 a 2. 0 SCAS : ON 
r)= : ON = 2 . 0  SPEED HOLD : ON 





c =  .276 U = 1.58 
ionq 
E =  . 011 0 = 1.6s 
I U .  l o t  
C OOP ER- 
t i  ARP ER 
R A T I N G  
S 
COMMENTS : 
- M O T I O N  MAY PROVIDE A D A M P I N G  CUE= FROM 
SOUND AND MOT I O N  
CASE NO. r 
SCORES : 
1C-11-3 c 
COOP ER- I R UN/P I L OT 
c: - -182 u - 1.13 
E = - . 0 7  U = 1.28 
l o n l -  ksl 
Idt )at 
64 







- APPLIED LECIRNED TECHN'IWE PART OF H I S  
COMPENSATION 
- INVESTIGATOR THOUGHT I T  W A S  CASE 1C-21-1 
(BY OBSERVING TASK I 
- FLYING ACGRESSIVELY BUT S-THLY, DID 
NOT LET DOT COMPLETELY U f m T E  FREELY 
BY l S n O O T H I N 6 m  
- THE PERFORHANCE W A S  AS GOO0 AS PREVIOUS 
RUN BUT CONSIDERABLE CO?lP€tJSATION 
REQUIRED 
CASE NO. 
1 C - 1 1 - 3  
ZUN/P I L OT 
7 
65 
Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
SPECS : 
rn : O N  o = 2 . O  S W S  : ON K = 2.0  
- Y  r 
33, : ON tv = 2.0 SPEED HOLD 
OLD CASE NO. ! 13 
SCORES : 
e =  9 079 q = 1.17 
lorrsl ton4 




C OOP ER- 
HARPER 
R A T I N C  
5 
COMIIENTS : 
- P I L O T  C A N  CONTROL THE S I T U A T I O N  AND R I D E  
I S  MUCH SMOOTHER 
- U I S U A L  CUES A I D  I N  CONTROL O F  THE 
S I T U A T I O N  
- QUAL I T A T I V E L Y  D I S C O N C E R T I N G  THAT SCORES 
ARE NOT H I G H E R  (WORSE1 S I N C E  NOTED MORE 
ERROR 
- THE P I L O T  PERCIEUED WORSE PERFORMANCE 
AND H I G H  WORK LOAD 
- NOTE NO D I G I T A L  D A T A  
66 
Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
SPECS : 
: ON w = 2 . 0  SCAS : ON 
q~= : ON cv = 2. 0 SPEED HOLD 
T s K = 2 . 0  
: ON 
OLD -E NO- ! 13 
SCORES : 
= .213 u = 1.26 
lsnp long 




R A T I N G  
4-5 
67 
Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
: ON o = 2 . 0  SCAS : ON K = 2 . 0  
DY I 
33, : ON cy = 2. 0 SPEED HOLD 
OLD CASE NO- ! 13 
SCORES : 
E - . 0 0 8  u = 1.58 
bnp lonq 













: ON 0 = 2 . 0  SCAS : ON K = 2 . 0  
-r P 
q, : ON QI = 2. 0 SPEED HOLD : ON 
OLD -E NO- ! 13 
?UN/PILOT SCORES : COOPER- 
H ARP ER 
COHMENTS 
E = - . 0 8 S  (I - 1.3s 
E =  -049 a = 1.79 
m long 
Id: IUt 






Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
SPECS : 
71 : ON o = 2 . 0  SCAS : ON K = 2 . 0  
). a 
q~= : QN A, = 1.75 SPEED HOLD 
OLD CASE NO- ! 18 
SCORES : 
E =  .347 (7 = 1.69 
bnp lon i  









- TRIED TO FLY WITH l O P T I M A I Z E D I  TECHNIQUE 
70 
Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
SPECS 2 
n : O N  w = 2 . 0  SCAS : ON K = 2 . 0  
- Y  9 
31, : ON Q, = 1.75 SPEED HOLD 
OLD C A S E  NO. ! 18 
SCORES : 
& =  . 13 U = 1.42 
ma ion* 
E =  -. 036 0 = 1.26 






- NOT QUI TE ADEQUATE PERFORMANCE ( WORSE 
THAN COOPER-HARPER 6 1  
- ON FRINGES O F  ADEQUATE TASK PERFORMANCE: 
HIGH INTENSE EFFORT 
- NOTE NO DIGITAL DATA 
71 
Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
SPECS : 
: ON o = 2 . 0  SCAS : ON 
Q, : ON (V = 1.75 SPEED HOLD 
pr I 
K = 2 . 0  
; ON 
w 
OLD CASE NO. ! 18 
SCORES 8 
& = rn 173 
lono 
CT = 1.39 
ton( 
E = -.I379 0 = 1.26 
IC* IUt 
OBTAIN ED ADE QUA TE PER FOR MAN CE 
CASE NO. 
1c-11-4 
RUN/ P I  L OT 
s-7 
COMMENTS : 
- B ARL EY 
- INTENSE CONCENTRATION REQUIRED 
- F I G H T  TENDENCY T O  P I 0  










Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
SPECS : 
ON o 2 .  0 SCAS : ON K = 2 . 0  'rll 9 * 
?Iz : ON # = 1.5 SPEED HOLD : ON 
SCORES : 
E = .33 [;r = 1.74 
m long 
E =  .283 a = 1.52 







CQN POINT THE NOSE WITH RIGID-BODY AND 
I T  STAYS THERE: I N  T H I S  CASE HE C A N W  
LET GO 
COMMENTS FOR PREVIOUS RUN APPLY [ I . E .  
RUN NO. 5 -10-8)  
CONTROLLABILITY NOT A QUESTION BUT PER- 
FORMANCE I S  TERRIBLE: C A N W  DO TASK 
NOTE : NO DIGITAL DATA 
CASE NO. 
1 c-11-5 
?UN/F' I L OT 
73 
Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 




c =  .224 a = 1 . 6 0  
we lonq 
c = - . 044  0 = 1 . 6 1  






- MOTION CUES HELPFUL 
- THOUGH PERFORMANCE WAS BETTER THAN PRE- 
VIOUS RUN I 1 . E .  RUN NO. 5-14-31, GAINS 
WERE HIGHER: CAN GET INTO OSCILLATIONS 
AND HAVE TO F IGHT NOT FEED THEM 
- MOTION HELPS SORT OUT FLEX MOTION SUCH 
THQT LAGS WERE NOT SO APPARENT 
- EASIER TO CONTROL TIGHTER 
74 
Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
SPECS : 
TJ : O N  o = 2 . 0  SCAS : ON K = 2 . 0  
Y r 
r)= : ON qz = 1.5 SPEED HOLD ; ON 
OLD CASE NO. ! 24 
SCORES : 
c =  . 34  CF = 1.71 
rono ton4 







Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
CASE NO. 
1C-11-6 
?UN/P I L  OT 
;-7 
SPECS : 
.n ; ON o = 1.5 SCAS : m K = 2 . 0  
7 # 
q : ON A' = 2. 0 SPEED HOLD 
OLD CASE NO. t 34 
SCORES : 
c = .ll2 0 = 1.06 
looe ionq 
E = -.12 a = 1.1s 








- MOTION HELPS DETERMINE WHAT TO CHASE AND 
WHAT NOT TO 
- SOME WING FLEXING NOTICED 
- D I S P L A Y  J I T T E R  NOT AS APPEARENT AS I T  
WAS WHEN WE TESTED LOW FREQUENCY I N  
LONGITUDINAL AX1 S 
- HIGH COMPENSATION REQUIRED 
CASE NO. 
1 C - 1 1 - 6  
76 
Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
SCORES : 
E =  -. 143 0 = 1 .49  
id. l U t  





- NOT EXCITING STRUCTURAL MODE 
- P I T C H  AND ROLL RESPONSE BOTH MORE SENSI- 
T I V E  THAN LAST RUN I 1 . E .  RUN NO. 5-29-51 
- THOUGHT AT FIRST I T  WAS NO DIFFERENT 
THAN LAST RUN 
- COPPER-HARPER RATING WAS PRIMARILY DUE 
TO P I T C H  
CFlSE NO. SPECS : 
ic-11-G 
E =  -. 044 I7 = 1 . 4 2  
ma Ion* 
K = 2 . 0  
9 
: Q t J  t~ = 1 . 5 SC&S : ON % r+ 
qx : 01.1 a’ = 2. 0 SPEED HOLD : ON 
c = -.2E;1 a = 2 . 1 0  
I u. (Ut I 
?CIN/P I L BT 
COMME I4TS : 
- PI0 TENDENCY IN PITCH AND ROLL 
SCORE S : COOPER- 
H QRP ER 
R A T 1  NG 
5 
CkSE NO. 
I C - 1  1-7 
?UN/PJL. OT 
78 
Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 




c =  . 132 cr = 1.38 
me lonq 
. 152 0 = 1 . 8 0  
I d  IUt  
CO IIME NTS : 
C OOP ER- 
HARPER 
R A T 1  NG 
4 
- NOT ELIRE I F  tlOTION HELPED I N  T H I S  CASE 
79 Table A.8 - Data SU- Sheets continued 
K = 2 . 0  
: ON 
w 
c =  .126 CF = 1.34 
wta lonq 
e =  -. 11 2 0 = 1.46 
I CL IRt 
- J I-IClG E 5; AEIE OUFi T E  FER FOR MANCE BUT NOT 
El ES I RED FE RFO RtlA NEE kC H I E VED 
C OOP ER- 
HARPER 




Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
SPECS : 
; CIN 0 = 2 . 0  SCAS : ON K = 2 . 0  
-r 2 
72, : 01.1 cv = 1. 0 SPEED HOLD ; ON 
SCUEES : 
c =  . 4 1  CF = 2.88  
ma lonq 
c =  -. 021  a = 1.37 
Id IUt 
C OOP ER- 
HARPER 
R A T 1  NG 
N/A 
CASE NO. 
1 c - 1 2 - 1  
ZUNI’P I L OT 
; -3 -10 /  
L 
81 
Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
TJ : ON 0 = 2 . 0  SCAS : ON K = 2 . 0  
Y I 
Qx : ON # = 2 . 0  SPEED HOLD 
OLD CASE NO. ! 1 4 ,  
SCORES : 
E =  . 01s u = 1.16 
w4 long 
e =  ,396 0 = 2.12 





R A T I N G  
4 
COMMENTS : 
- P I T C H  RESPONSE S L I G H T L Y  WORSE THAN R I G I D  
-BODY 
- R A T I N G  P R I M A R I L Y  DUE T O  ROLL PERFORMfiNCE 




?UN/ P I L OT 
82 
Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
SPECS : 
: ON o = 2.0  SCAS : ON 
Ijr. : OPJ cv = 2. 0 SPEED HOLD 
% 9 
OLD CASE NO- : 1 4 ,  
K = 2.0  
; ON 
SCORES : 
c =  .2?9 u = 1.02 
long 




- COMPENSATION I N  L E A R N I N G  NOT TO P A Y  
A T T E N T I  ON TO MOT I O N  
COOPER- 
HARP ER 
R A T 1  NG 
3 
PREVICtUSLY [WITH F L E X I B L E  D I S P L A Y )  COULD 
USE tlCt%IoN T O  I D E N T I F Y  B E N D I N G  MODE AND 
IGNORE I T  
P R E T T Y  R E S P O N S I V E  IN P I T C H ,  T A S K  WAS 9 
C L E A R L Y  E A S I E R  THAN WITH F L E X I B L E  
D I S P L A Y  
I N  T H I S  CASE,  T R I E D  TO I G N O R E  T H E  MOTION 
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Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
CASE rw. 
1 c- 12--1 
SCORES : 
e =  . 1 3 0  I7 = 1 . 0 9  
lwro ionq 
E =  . 016 U = 1 . 3 8  
Id l o t  




- HAD TO UNLEARt4 TECHNIOIJE USED FOR CASE 
1C-1  1-3 PERHAPS OVERCONTROL A S  A RESULT 
- COtIP€.NSkTION LIGHTER.. HAD TO MOVE THE 
STICK SLOWLY 
- FELT TASK WHS HARDER .. FELT THE MOT ION 
AND NEW I T  WAS FLEXIBLE BUT DIFFERENT 
FROM CASE 1C-11-3 
- FELT PERFORMANCE WAS WORSE 
CASE N O .  
1c-12-1 
? UN/PJL OT 
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Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
K = 2 . 0  
: ON 
SCORES : 
c =  . l %  IT = 1 . 0 0  
ma lonq 




COMtlE tJTS : 
- IDEN'I IFIED T H I S  CASE 
- QUAL 11 A T I ' J E  PEEFORM~NC~E k L I  TTL.E WORSE: 
HAVE TU SUPPRESS THE MOTION CUES, MOTION 
I 8  A D JSTRIKTICJN: AWARE OF UNDULATION 
A tJ[I pc1.2 +, c' 3 I E Li' MOT I ON FE ED I NG BAC K THROUGH 
- D E S I  RED PEHFORMCiNCE ENT EXCESS1 VE WORK 
L OAK1 
- MUCH MORE EFFORT, INTENSE CONCENTRATI Off 
FJEEDE.CI TO OVERCOME THE MOTION SENSATION 
fi r w  GR I PP I NG ST I CK HARD 
- NOTE NO ClIGITAL D A T A  
CCsEE NO. 
1c-12 -1  
Sr,ORES : 
c =  .219 a = .906 
long 
E =  - . 0 1 8  a = 1.3s 
I &- f u t  







Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
CO MI-IE NT E; : 
- CIS S'fMtIETRIC EENDING FREQUENCY DECREASES 
THE TO TAL RE SPO NSE DE CRE ClSE SI THE REF ORE 
THE AEHOELASTIC t1ODE RESPONSE IS NOT AS 
DRA HUT 1 C 
-. AEROELASTIC MODE RESPONSE I S  NOTICEABLE 
WITH ABRLlFT INPUTS 
- TWO PHRSE TkSK: THERE I S  A DIFFERENCE 
BETWEEN F I  NE-TRACK1 NG AND TARGET 





E = = =  -. os cr = 1 .  07 
knp tong 
E . =  . 08  0 = 1.64 
Id. lrrt 
1c-12-1  






Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
I 
COMMENTS : 
- FERHAF'S S L I G H T  LAG.. P I T C H  F A I R L Y  
R ESP rJNS I VE A N D  P RED I CT AEL E 
- NCITE NO S T R I P  CHARTS U V A I L A E L E  BUT 




Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
OLD CASE NO. ! 1 4 ,  
I 
SCORES : 
& = r  -. 01 0 =L- 1.28 
I #- IrR 
COOPER- 
HARP ER 






?UN/P? L OT 
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Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
SPECS : 
; ON o = 2. 0 SW.S : ON 
q, : ON = 1.75 SPEED HOLD 
Y Y 
OLD O S E  NO- ! 19 
K = 2 . 0  * 
: ON 
SCORES : 
F = . 081 17 = .92 
brro lonq 







- DELUSION O F  REDUCTION I N  PITCH-DAMPING: 
TENDENCY TO OVER SHOOT 
- NEARLY OETAINED DES IRED PERFORMANCE + BUT 
S T I  LL INTENSE CONCENTRAT ION NECESSARY 
- HARDER THAN CASE 1C-12-1 
- NOTE NO D I G I T A L  DATA 
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Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
SPECS : 
73 : ON w = 2. 0 SCrAS : ON K = 2 . 0  
- ?  2 
q. : ON cv = 1. 5 SPEED HOLD 
v 
; ON 
OLD W S E  NO. ! 25, 
c =  .205 U ”  .959 
bry long 
e =  . l l l  0 = 1.29 
I b. l o t  
C O O f  ER- 
HARPER 
R A T I N G  
2.5  
- F I E C E  O F  CAKE 
- EVALUATOR COMMENT - I COULD SURE FEEL 
THE V I B R A T I O N  M O T I O N  
90 
Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
SPECS : 
: ON w = 2. 0 SCAS : ON 
Q= ; ON = 1.5  SPEED HOLD 
-Y 3 
OLD C9SE NO- ! 2 5 ,  
K = 2.0 
; ON 
SCCfRES : 
E =  -. 06G 0 = 1 . 4 0  
IA l o t  
C OOP ER- 
HARPER 
R A T 1  NG 
N/A 
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Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
SPECS : 
E ON o = 2 . 0  ScrAS : ON 
Q. : ON cv = 1.5 SPEED HOLD 
? i+ 
OLD CASE NO- : 2 5 ,  
SCORES : 
E = .23 
E = .is 
I& 
v =  ,952 
IWlQ 
0 = 1.34 
lUt 
K = 2 . 0  
; ON 





Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
SPECS : 
:ON w = 2 . 0  SCAS : ON 
?ji= : ON CLI = 1.5 SPEED HOLD 
-Y 9 
OLD CASE NO. : 2 5 ,  




E =  . 02% a = 1 . 0 1  
bna long 
E = - . 0 6 S  0 = 1.36 
I& llrt 
C OOP ER- 
HARPER 







CO MME NTS : 
- THOUGHT PE RFORMA NCE WAS 6 ETT ER , PERHAPS 
PEAK DEVIATION LESS THAN PREVIOUS RUN 
t 
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Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
SPECS : 
K = 2.0 
q 
: ON w = 2 . 0  SCAS : ON ? r 
q, : ON A, = 1 . 2 5  SPEED HOLD ; ON 
OLD CASE NO. ! 27 
SCORES : 
C ”  153 CY = 1 . 0 2  
m ionq 
E =  044 0 = 1.18 
I d :  IUt 









Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
r).  : ON Az = 1. 0 SPEED HOLD : ON 
OLD M E  NO. ! 29, 
SCORES : 
L: = .27 p = 1 . 0 0  
lwco lonq 
c =  .1s a = 1 . 2  
I& lUt 





- DISTRUCTION TO FEEL VIBRATION 
- CLOSE T O  D E S I R E D  PERFORMANCE 
95 








: ON w = 2 . 0  SCAS : ON 
73, : ON Az = 1 . 0  SPEED HOLD 
3 
OLD CASE NO- : 29, 




F = .262 u = 1.0s 
m loni 
E = - . 0 8 4  u = 1.51 






?J : ON 0 = 2 . 0  scp.s : ON K = 2.0 
COMMENTS : 
- LOW FREQUENCY NORMAL PLUNGE 5 UNDULAT ION 
NOT ICE ABL E 
* 
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q~= : ON As = 1. 0 SPEED HOLD 
OLS) M E  NO. ! 29.. 
SCORES : 












t U N / F I L O T  
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Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
SPECS : 
: ON w = 2 . 0  s w s  : Or4 K = 2.0 
qY 2 9 
q= : ON cv = 1 . 0  SPEED HOLD ; ON 
OLD CASE NO. ! 29, 
SCORES : COOFER- 
H ARF ER 
E =  .32 CT = 1 . 0 7  R A T 1  NG 
lwrp tonq 
E =  . 066 a = 1.43 4 
I& lUt 
COMMENTS : 
- L CIW F R E  QUE NCY PL LING E S ENS AT I ON 
CASE NO. 
1 C-12-6  
;-7 
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Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
SPECS : 
: ON o = 1.5 SCAS : ON 
13, : ON cd = 2. 0 SPEED HOLD 
? P 
OLD CASE NO. : 35 




E =  . 131 u =  .797 
ions ionq 







- CONSISTENT WITH PREVIOUS RESULTS 
- PERF ORM ANC E BECOMES SO HEW HAT I N DEP END ENT 
FROM CASE TO CASE 
- VARIATION WITH MOTION CAN BE FELT 
- I N  ROLL: TENDENCY TO OVERSHOOT 














1 C-12-6  
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Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
SPECS : 
: ON w = 1.5 S W S  : ON K = 2.0 
-2 2 9 
q* : ON A, = 2.0 SPEED HOLD I ON 
OLD C A S E  NO, ! 35 
SCORES : 
E =  .12 u = .86 
rn b f t l  
E = - . 0 6  0 = 1.29 
I& IUt 
C OOP ER- 
HARP ER 
R A T I N G  
4 
COMMENTS : 
- R O L L  D I F F I C U L T I E S  WERE MORE A P P E A R E N T I  
R O L L  RESPONSE HAD LESS D A M P I  NG AND WAS 
HARDER TO CONTROL 
- H A D  TO F I G H T  TO KEEP P I T C H  PERFORMANCE 
UP 
- H A D  TO CONDENTReTE ON R O L L  T A S K .  WHERE 
A S  IN B A S E L I N E  R O L L  T A S K  WAS ALMOST 
AUTOMAT I C  
- I N C R E A S E D  R O L L  S E N S I T I V I T Y .  OR REDUCED 
R O L L  D A M P I  N G I  OVERHSOOT AND 2-3 R O L L  
CORRECT I O N S  R E Q U I R E D  
- P I 0  TENDENCY I N  R O L L  
CASE NO. 
1 C-12-6 
?UN/PI L OT 
;-7 
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qi= : ON 
w = 1.5 SWS : ON K = 2.0 
9 .I 
Q, = 2 . 0  SPEED HOLD : ON 
I 
SCORES : 
c =  . 070 = 1 . 0 0  
ma lonq 
COOP ER- 
H ARP ER 
RAT1 NG 
I 3-4 E =  -. 362 0 = 1 . 5 1  I& I O t  
COMMENTS : 
- MUCH EASIER TASK THAN LkST TWO 1 I . E .  RUN 
NO. 5-30-4 AND 5 - 3 0 - 5 )  
- HAD TO WORK HARDER THAN WQLlLD L I K E  TO 
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Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
SPECS : 
'II ; O N  w = 1 . 0  SG4S : ON K = 2.0 
Y 2 
Q* : ON cv = 2 . 0  SPEED HOLD 
P 
I ON 
OLD M E  NO- : 41 
SCORES 
- M O T I O N  M I G H T  NOT H A V E  HELPED 
COOPER- 
HARPER 
R A T I N G  
4-5 





Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
SPECS : 
: ON w = 2 . 0  SCAS 2 ON 
Q= : ON 0 = 0 . 8  SPEED HOLD 
-Y 3 
OLD CASE NO. ! 45.  
SCORES : 
z =  -.24 u = 1.64 
m lone 
E = - .25  
I d  
cr = 1 . 7 0  
IUt  










Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
CASE NO.  
1 C-12-8 





S P E C S  : 




q= : ON cy = 0 . 8  SPEED HOLD 
9 
: ON 
OLD CASE NO. : 45,  
SCORES 
tl = . 006 p = 1.48 
m lonq 




R A T I N G  
N/A 
CASE NO. 
1 C - 1 2 - 8  
? UN/ PILOT 
;-7 
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Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
SPECS : 
q~ : O N  w = 2 . 0  SCAS : ON K = 2 . 0  
Y # 
qi* : ON Q, = 0 . 8  SPEED HOLD 
OLD CASE NO. : 45 ,  
SCORES ; 
Z: = - .25  g = 1.37 
leno Ion( 
e = - . a 7 7  a = 1.57 
la IUt 
COMMENTS : 







- PERHAPS FLEW A L I T T L E  TENTATIVELY 
BECAUSE OF ODD [LOW FREQUENCY3 MOTION 




?UN/'P I L OT 
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Table A.8 - Data Summary Shtets continued 
SPECS : 
: ON w = 2 . 0  SCAS : ON K = 2 . 0  
Y 
tq= : ON CL, = 0 . 8  SPEED HOLD : ON 
OLD CASE NO. : 4 5 ,  
SCORES : 
- - .24 CY = 1 . 3 0  
#np long 







- HEAVIER FORCES 
- LESS PREDICTABLE 
- U N S T A B L E  P H U G O I D  NOTED BUT N O T  
CONTROL LED 
106 













C OOP ER- 
H ARP ER 
RAT1 NC 
0 = 2 . O  
# 
sc4s : ON K = 2 . 0  
q 
q : ON cv = 0 . 9  SPEED HOLD : ON 
E =  . OS8 0 = 1 . 4 0  
id. lUt 
CASE NO. 
1 C - 1 2 - 1 0  




Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
SPECS : 
: O N  lir = 2 . 0  SCAS : ON 
r)= : ON A, = 2 . 0  SPEED HOLD 
q)32 # 
OLD CASE NO. : 54 











- L I T T L E  OSC ILLATORY TENDENCY 
- STICK MORE SENSIT IVE (THAN PREVIOUS RUNS 






Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
SPECS : 
: ON o ~ 2 . 0  SGAS : ON K = 1.6 -* I 
Qx : ON cVx 2 . 0  SPEED HOLD : ON 
OLD CASE NO. : 54 
E - ,080  u - -839 
lrnp ion4 




R A T 1  NC 
3 
COMMENTS : 
- LITTLE OVERSHOOT 
- MUST BE CAREFUL NOT TO C"'ERC0NTROL 






Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 




- - . 0 3 4  [I - 1 . 0 0  
lrry ion4 
& = -.038 0 1.18 
Id IEt 
COMMENTS : 
- PRETTY GOOD RESPONSE 
- NOT TOO SENSITIVE 
COOP ER- 




Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
SPECS : 
: ON o - 2 . 0  SCAS : ON K - 1 - 6  
-Y 3 * 
Q= : ON 4, = 1.S SPEED HOLD : ON 
OLD CASE NO. ! 55 
SCORES : 
& - -13  [7 - 1 - 0 3  
url lerq 
E = . OS4 0 = .89S 





- OSCILLATIONS TEND TO BE ANNOYING 
- HAD TO MENTALLY SUPRESS THE ANNOYANCE 





111 Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
SPECS : 
: ON o - 2 . 0  3GAS : ON K - 1.6 Ilcl* # 
r)* : ON 4, 1 . 0  SPEED HOLD : ON 
OLD CASE NO. ! 56 
SCORES : 
E - . 040  u - 1 . 0  
llno loni 
E = -.0?4 a = 1.37 
1 6  la 
COOPER- 
HARP ER 
R A T 1  NC 
3.5 
COMMENTS : 
- MORE D I F F I C U L T  TO CONTROL (THAN PREVIOUS 
RUN 1 




Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
GJ r 2 . O  SCAS : ON K = 1.6 
I 
4) = l o 0  SPEED HOLD 
OLD W E  NO. ! S6 
SCORES 8 
E - . OS4 (7 - a895 
E = - . 004  a = l a 1 0  
crl ioai 
Id I* 
- TASK SEEMED A LITTLE TOUGHER (THAN 







- NOT SURE I F  ENTIRELY DUE TO MOTION 
CASE NO. 
1 C-12-13 
?UN/P I L  OT 
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Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
SPECS 3 
: ON o 1 2 . 0  SCAS : ON ? # 
r). : ON 4, = O m 8  SPEED HOLD 
8 
OLD CASE NO. ! 57 




E = -mol7 u =  1.32 
I* la 
COMMENTS I 
- MUCH HARDER [THAN PREVIOUS RUNS) 





c =  058 I7 = 1 .21  
ma long 
E = - .66 0 = 1 . 1 1  





CO MME tdT5 : 
- 5 I G N I F I  C A N T  DEGREDATION I t.1 PERFORMANCE 
- P1 OF!E D I FF I C U L  T T 0 A COLI I EE TA ROE T 
- SLUGGISH 




RUN/P I L OT 
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Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
SPECS : 
: ON o ~ 2 . 0  SCAS : O F F  K = - 
-Y I 
Q= : ON 4, = 2. 0 SPEED HOLD 
I 
OLD CASE NO. ! 58 
SCORES 8 
& - . 023 17 - 1.18 
Inr loll  
e = -.12 U = 1.32 
I d t  lUt 
COMMENTS : 
- SLUGGISH 










Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
SPECS : 
: ON o = 2 . 0  SCAS : O F F  K - ? r 
Q8 : ON Lv8 - 1.5 SPEED HOLD : ON 
OLD CASE NO. : 59 
SCORES : 
E = -Do14 Q - 1.3s 





- HEAVY. LARGE STICK DISPLACEflENTS 





- LARGER OVERSHOOT I N  CORRECTIONS 
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Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
GJ ~ 2 . 0  Sc;As:OFF K - 
P ‘1 
cv I = l o 0  SPEED HOLD : ON 
SCORES : 
E - .os9 (;r - 1.3s - lorw 






- D I D  NOT SEEM TO BE JUMPING QUITE A S  BAD 
- L M G E  FORCES AND DISPLACEPENTS 
118 




: OFF GJ - 3CAS : ON 
Q, OFF 4, = - SPEED HOLD 
P I  ,, 
OLD CASE NO- : 2 9 M  
K = 2 . 0  
: ON 
SCORES I 







- MOTION A DISTRACTION BECAUSE FELT SURGE 
( U )  I N  DIVE: PILOTS ARE WARY 
- DES I RED PERFORMANCE AC H I E VED 
- PITCH A L ITTLE LIGHTER I N  RESPONSE SO 
HAY BE TENDENCY TO OVERSHOOT 
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Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
SCORES : 







1 c-2 1-1 c RUN/PIL OT 
4-7 
SPECS : 
K = 1.6 
v 
: OFF w = - SCAS : ON 
-Y 2 
Q= : OFF gs = - SPEED HOLD I OFF 
- INTERESTING THING IS AN OSCILLATION I S  
SET UP WHEN TRYING TO RECOVER BOTH AXES 
THAT D I D  NOT OCCUR I N  CASE 18-22-2 
- CAN NOT DIVERT ATTENTION OR ELSE A FEW 
OVERSHOOTS 
- WILL T R Y  T O  ADJUST KO I N  PITCH SCAS TO 
ELIMINATE BOBBLE 
- NOTE 8 SIGMA( Pl"2 = 0.77 FOR T H I S  RUN 
CASE NO. 
1 c-2 1-2 




Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
SPECS : 
: OFF GJ = - Sc4S ; ON 
vx : OFF CU = - SPEED HOLD 
qY +. 
OLD CPSE NO. : 3 
SCORES : 
c =  . 1 1 4  u = 1 . 0 0  
rn 10114 
E =  . 046 0 = 1 . 8 4  
I A  lot 
COMMENTS : 
K = 2 . 0  
1 
; OFF 




- NOTE : S I C M A I P 3 ~ ~ 2  = 0.77 FOR T H I S  RUN 
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Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
CASE NO. 
1 c-2 1-3 
SPECS : 
p : Or4 w = 2.  o SGAS : ON 
Q, : ON cv = 2. 0 SPEED HOLD : OFF 
K = 2.1 
7 ‘I 2 




- JUST LET I T  DAMPEN OUT SINCE CAN NOT 
CONTROL I T  
SCORES : COOPER- 
HARP ER 
RATING G =  .315 17 = 1.36 m tong 





ql, : ON 9’ = 2. 0 SPEED HOLD 
E = .308 U = 1.92 
I I& IUt 
~ 
OLD C S E  NC. ! 9 * 1  
RUN/PI L OT 
5 -7- 7 / 
f B  
SCORES : 
= . S 6 5  
Wra 










Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
SPECS : 
p : ON 0 -- 2.0 SCAS : ON 
qx : ON 43  = 2 . 0  SPEED HOLD 
? # 
OLD CPSE NO. : 9 . 1  
K = 2.0 
9 
t OFF 
C - .419 u = 1.53 
rn l o w  
E =  - .57 0 = 2.2s 
I d :  IUt 
ORE O S C I L L A T I O N  I S  D ISPLAY 
W O  P R E V I O U S  RUNS 
COM PAR ED 
- DEGRADED PERFORMANCE CONFARED T O  TWO 
P REV IOU S RUNS 
C OOP ER- 
HARPER 
R A T I N G  
N/A 
TO 
- ROLL OVERSHOOT 
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Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
RUN/PILOT 
=-7 
I CASE NO. I SPECS : 
OLD CASE NO. ! 17 
SCORES : COOPER- 
HARP ER 
c =  . 162 u = 1.69 RAT1 NG 
ma long 
c =  -.ll U = 1.41 N/A 
I& I O t  
q : ON liz = 2. 0 SCAS ; ON K = 2 . 0  
73, : ON ccz = 1.75 SPEED HOLD : ON 
7 2 w 
1c-21-4 
COMMENTS : 
- TRIED TO BE AS AGGRESSIVE AS POSSIBLE 
- TRYING TO STAY CENTERED ON TARGET WITH 
OSCILLATIONS ON EITHER S I D E  OF THE DOT, 
O B V I  OUS DUE TO V IBRATI ON 
- ROLL S T I L L  NOT A PROBLEM - CONCENTRATE 
O N  P I T C H  






Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
SPECS : 
p : OF1 w = 2 .  0 SCAS : ON K = 2 . 0  
q, : Otd CL+ = 1.75 SPEED HOLD ; ON 
r # 9 
t 
OLD CASE NO, ! 17 
SCORES : 
& - .429 Q - 1.53 
leno ion* 




R A T 1  NG 
N/A 
COMMENTS : 
- ATTEMPTED TO FLY AS SMOCITHLY AS PossieLE 
TO kVOID EXCITATION O F  MODES 
:ASE NO.  
1 c-2 1-5 
SCORES E 
= .474 [I = 1.82 
#4 ion( 
Id IUt 




H A R P E R  
R A T 1  NC 
7+ 
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Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
SPECS : 
: ON CJ = 2. 0 S W S  : ON K = 2 . 0  
7;1, 2 
qz : ON co = 1 .5  SPEED HOLD : ON 
COMMENTS : 
- A P P A R E N T  L A G  VERY A N N O Y I N G  
- EXTREME ST I C E  DI SPLACEMENTS R E Q U I R E D  T O  
G E T  NOSE M O V I N G  
- TENDS T O  P I 0  
- R O L L  DOES NOT SEEM TO A F F E C T  MY 
PERFORMANCE OR THE T A S K  
CASE NO. 
1C-21 -6  
p : ON w = 1.5  3CAS : ON K = 2.0 
q= : ON 4 3  = 2 . 0  SPEED HOLD : ON 
7 9 I 
r 




H FlRP ER 
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Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
_. 
SPECS : 
c =  . 1 2  
I#lo u - 1.39 I RATING lonq 
.- I 
COMMENTS : 
- HARD TO ROLL: ROLL OEW IcliJSLY DEGRADED 
- HAF:D TO FLY I N S T I N C T I V E L Y  ( A S  BEFORE1 
- PERFORMANCE VERY BAD 
:ASE NO.  
LC-21-6 
SCORES : 
& = .224 CF = 1.49 
a = 2 . 0 8  E = .32 
ma Ion4 
I f t  lUt 
:UN/P I L  OT 
-7 
C OOP ER- 
HARPER 
R A T 1  NC 
N/A 
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Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
SPECS 
: ON 0 = 1.5  S W S  ; ON K = 2 . 0  
717 2 
q ~ =  : ciri ~3 L = 2. SPEED HOLD ; ON 
I 
COMMENTS : 
- [ O N  L E A R N I N G  CURVE1 
- M E N T A L L Y  T R I E D  HARDER THkN P R E V I O U L Y  
- FELT PERFOMkNCE WAS E E T T E R  THAN P R E V I  OUS 
RUN 
IASE NO. 
1 c-2 1-6 
SCORES : 
& - .244 (I = 1.4s 
rn ionq 
E = . 7S1  u = 1.9s 
Id IUt 
! UN/ P I L OT COOPER- 
HARP ER 
R A T I N G  
N/A 
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Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
q, : O N  gr = 2.0 SPEED HOLD ; ON 
COHMENTS : 
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Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
I CASE NO. 
1 c-2 1-7 




; ON GJ = 1 . 0 SCAS ; ON 
r)= : ON Q, = 2. 0 SPEED HOLD 
7 3 
OLD CASE NO. : 39 




& =  .227 17 = 1.42 
lono Ion( 
& =  - .264 0 = 1.74 
la lUt 
. 
C OOP ER- 
HARPER 
RAT1 NC 
7 . 5  
- HkRD TO TELL WHETHER P I T C H  OR ROLL I S  
THE PREBLEM WITH SIMULTANEOUS TASKS 
BEING FLOWN 
- D I F F I C U L T  CONFIGURATION TO CONTROL 
CASE NO. 
1c-21-7 




Table A.8 - Data Summary Shcets continued 
0 = 1 . 0  
2 
SCAS c ON K = 2 . 0  
0 = 2 . 0  SPEED HOLD 
OLD C S E  NO. ! 3 
SCORES : 
c =  .I8 p = 1.31 




- A L I T T L E  TOUGHER THAN LAST RUN 
- FELT L I K E  MORE RUDDER EFFECTIUENESS 




H ARP ER 
R A T I N G  
5 
CASE NO. 
1 C-2 1-8 
R UN/PIL OT 
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Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
SCORES : 
= - . 0 4 9  17 - 2.63 
mi ion4 
E =  -. 323 0 = 2.94 
Id lot 
COMMENTS : 
- TASK WAS VERY D I F F I C U L T  
- PERFORMANCE UNQCCEPTABLE 




H ARF ER 
RAT1 NG 
N/A 
- LQRGE STICK DISPLACEMENTS REQUIRED 
ASE NO. 
c-2 1-1 
UN/P I LOT 
-7 
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Table A.8 - Data S u m  Sheets continued 
q= ON Q, = 2. 0 SPEED HOLD 
OLD CASE NO. ! 113 
SCORES 
E == - .161 - 2.0s 






- U NAC CEP TAB LE PER FOR MAN CE 
COOPER- 
H ARP ER 




?UN/PI  L OT 
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Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
SPECS: : 
: OF1 0 = 2 . 0  SCAS : ON K = ESC 
q7 2 
Q= : ON Q> = 2. 0 SPEED HOLD : OFF 
OLD CASE NO- : 113 
SCORES : 
E =  -. 027 17 = 2.85 
m ion( 




. R A T I N 6  
8+ 
COMMENTS : 
- LARGE S T I C K  INPUTS 
- 0 VER SHOOT FHOBLE M 
- SLUGGISH RESFONSE 
- VERY HARD TASK: UNACCEPTABLE PE RFO RNA NCE 
CASE NO. 
1c-22-1 
ZUN/ P I  LOT 
;-7 
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Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
SPECS : 
: O N  o - 2 . 0  SCAS : ON 
q, : ON 4, = 2. 0 SPEED HOLD 
-* 9 
OLD CASE NO- ! 2 0  
K = 2 . 0  
; ON 
SCORES : 







- DES1 RED PERFORMANCE OBTAINED WITH 
C OMF ORT ABL E WORK LOA D 
- ONLY SLIGHT TENDENCY TO OVERCONTROL I N  
P ITCH 
- NOTE : NO DIGITAL DATA 
CASE NO. 
1 c-2 2-2 
E = . 2 0 1  I7 - .so4 
E = - .131 0 = 1.32 
lono Ion( 
I& IUt 
ZUN/P I L  OT 
;-z RAT1 N6 2.5 
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Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
SPECS : 
: ON o = 2 . 0  SCAS : ON K = 2 . 0  
?Y Y 
??= : ON Q, = 1.5 SPEED HOLD : ON 
OLD CASE NO- I 26 
SCORES : C OOP ER- 
HARPER 
COMMENTS : 
- PERFORMANCE ABOUT THE SAME AS CASE 
1 C - 1 2 - 3  (PREVIOUS RUN1 BUT MUCH MORE 
PLEASANT TASK 
- NO BOUNCING 
- PERHAPS SUBTLE LAGS 




?UN/ P I L  OT 
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Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
SPECS : 
p : O N  w - 2 . 0  SCAS : ON K = 2.C 
Y 3 ‘1 
92= : ON gr = 1.25 SPEED HOLD : ON 
OLD CASE NO. ! 28 
SCORES : 
I: 144 17 - .82 
m lonq 
E =  . 044  u = 1 . 1 0  
I d t  IUt 
COMMENTS : 
- H I N T  OF P I 0  TENDENCY 
- KEPT GAINS HIGH BUT REALLY CLOSE T O  
BASEL I NE 







Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
~ 
SPECS : 
: ON o - 2 . 0  SCAS : ON K = 2 . 0  
I 
vX : ON svx = 1.25 SPEED HbLD ; ON 
OLD CASE NO. ! 28 




E - .313 u = 1.11 
1#9 lonq 
E = - .os2 0 = 1.31 
IA IUt 




- SENSIT IV ITY:  MORE O F  A TENDENCY TO 
0 VER SHO OT 
- FELT HE D I D  NOT GET I N  k GROOVE 
- HAD SOME TROUBLE OSCILLATING ABOUT 
TARGET 
- NO MOTION PUTS YOU TO SLEEP 
1 CASE NO. 
1 C-22-4 
R UN/PI L 01 
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Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
SPECS : 
TJ : ON o e2.0 3CAS : ON K = 2. 
qs : ON Q, = 1 . 0  SPEED HOLD : ON 
‘I 1y 2 
OLD CASE NO. : 30 
SCORES : 
t m 1 6  U m86 m ton* 
lclL lrrt 
c =  18 a = 1.12 
C OOP ER- 




- HAD TO BE SMOOTH TO GET HIGH GAINS, TO 
BE TIGHT 
- INTENT ON KEEPING GAINS HIGH BUT S T I L L  
BE SMOOTH 
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Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
SPECS : 
: ON LZ = 1.5 S W S  : ON K = 2 . 0  
-J3) 3 
q= : ON CV = 2. 0 SPEED HOLD 
OLD CASE NO. : 36 
SCORES 
& - .127 u - .822 
m Ion( 
E = - .278 a = 1.11 
Id IUt 
; ON 
C OOP ER- 
H ARP ER 
RATING 
4 
- HARD TO STAY ACGRESSIVE: WANT T O  GO TO 
SLEEP WITH NO MOTION 
- INTENSE CONCENTRATION NEEDE TO GET 
DES I RED PERFORMANCE 
- LIGHT FORCES I N  ROLLS HAD TO CONCENTRATE 





Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
SPECS : 
: O N  w = 1 . S  3CAS : ON 
7;1, : ON Q, = 2. 0 SPEED HOLD 
-r I 
OLD W E  NO. : 36 
K - 2 . 0  * 
; ON 
SCORES : 
G. - . 085 Q - 1.04  
la0 ion4 
& = - . 1 S 7  0 = 1.46 
I& lUt 





- LIKES THE MOTION I T  HELPS t REFERINC TO 
COMPARISON W I  TH PREVIOUS RUNS1 
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Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
'../: COMMENTS : 
CASE NO. 
1 C-2 2-6 
R UN/P I L OT 
s-7 
- L I T T L E  HARDER THAN CONFIC.  1C-11-1 
- LESS PREDICTABLE IN ROLL 
SPECS : 
K 2 0 0  
1 
: ON GJ = 1 . 0  SCAS : ON 
I 
q= : ON Q, = 2. 0 SPEED HOLD ; ON 
OLD CASE NO. ! 42 
SCORES : 
c: - * I O 7  - . 980  
ma lor4 
c = - 0 5 7 0  a = 1.47 







RUN/PI L OT 
5-7 
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Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
SPECS : 
: ON GI - 2 . 0  3GAS ON K = 1.1 * -Y I 
r). : ON gr = 1 . 0  SPEED HOLD : ON 
OLD CASE NO. ! S6B 





- PITCH WAS NOT WELL BEHAVED [AS PREVIOUS 
RUNS I 
- NOT ENTIRELY DUE TO MOTION [REFERINC TO 
COMMENTS FOR PREVIOUS RUN1 
CASE t J 0 .  
1 c-22-8 
R UNt’P I L 07 
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Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
SPECS : 
: ON 0 = 2 . 0  9cAs : ON K = 2.0 
-7  Y 
?jl= : 01.1 C3 = 0 .  8 SPEED HOLD ; ON 
OLD CASE NC.. ! 4SB 
SCORES : 
c = - .23 = 1.33 









ZUN/PI L OT 
i-3x .f 
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Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
SPECS : 
: ON w = 2 . 0  SCAS : ON 
p Y  3 
q, : ON gr = 1.5 SPEED HOLD 




E =  .38 u = 1.29 
I#rg l Q R l  
e =  -.32 0 = 2.04 
I d :  lot 
COOPER- 
HARP ER 
R A T I N G  
N/A 
COMMENTS : 
- STICK: SEEMS TO RUN OUT O F  CONTROL POWER 
- GOOD RESPONSE OTHERWISE 
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Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
SPECS : 
m : ON o = 2.  0 SCAS : ON K = E S C  
- Y  Y 
q, : ON e3 = 1.5 SPEED HOLD ; OFF 
OLD <CASE NO. : 75 
SCORES : 




R A T 1  NC 
N/A 
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OLD ME rm. ! 7s  
SCORES : 
&- = 1 .81  g = 1 .02  
m lonq 
E = - .275 0 = 1.48 
la lot  
K = ESC 
: OFF 
C OOP ER- 
HARP ER 









Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
SPECS : 
q ut4 0 = 2 . 0  SCAS : ON 
q, : ON = 1.5  SPEED HOLD 
? 3 
OLD C 4 S E  NO. ! 76 




& = -.39 a - 1.1s 
)OM lonq 
C = .258 a = 1.s7 
!a IUt 
C OOP ER- 
HARPER 




Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
- 
s PEE!:, : 
K = 2 . 0  
y : ON 0 2 = 2. 0 3-s ON q 
SCORES : 
c = - . 0 4 7  = . 91  
m long 
I& IOt  
& = .023 a = 1.47 
:ASE NO. 
COOP ER- 




UN/’ P I L OT 
qt : ON 6’ = 1 . 5  SPEED HOLD I OFF 
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Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 




2 : =  - . 0 0 1  CY = .88 
m tong 
E = .098 0 = 1.41 
ia lUt 
C OOP ER- 
HARPER 
R A T 1  NG 
N/A 
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Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
p : or4 w = 2. 0 "JCrpCS : ON K = 2 . 0  
q, : 01.4 6' = 2. 0 SPEED HOLD ; O F F  
Y 9 9 
OLD CASE NO. : 7 7 ,  
SCORES 
c =  . 013 u - .96 
m long 
E = - . 0 6 6  0 = 1.41 
I d :  IUt 
COOPER- 
HARPER 












- N O  DISCERNNABLE D I F F E R E N C E  I N  
PERFORMANCE COMPARED T O  P R E V I O U S  RUN 
- SAME SL I G H T  ROLL OVERSHOOT 
SPECS : 
SCORES : 
c =  . 068 CY = 1 . 3 0  
lccro lonq 
'r;l : ON 0 = 2 . 0  SWS : ON K = 2 . 0  
Y 2 q 
COOPER- 
HARPER 
R A T 1  NG 
r)* : ON 6 9  = 2. 0 SPEED HOLD : OFF 
I 
I NAl E =  -. 49s a = 2.22 IA IUt 
I 
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Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
SPECS : 
: ON o = 2 . 0  Sc;AS : ON 
qt : ON &I = 2. 0 SPEED HOLD 
'l?Y Y 
OLD W S E  NO. : 77, 
K = 2 . 0  
; OFF 
c =  .399 u = 1.1s 
lorto long 




R A T 1  NG 
N/A 
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Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
SPECS : 
K - ESC * : ON 0 = 2. 0 SCAS : ON -r Y 
q, : ON 0 = 2 . 0  SPEED HOLD ; OFF 
OLD CLASE NO. ! 112 
SCORES : 
E =  . 087 c7 - 1.34 
krtrr loni 
& = - . 0 9  0 = 2.85 
I U. IUt 
CASE N O .  
1 c-22-12 
RUN/PI L OT 
6-z 
COMMENTS : 
- SLIGHT ROLL OVERSHOOT 




- PERFORMANCE ACCEPTABLE 
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Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
? UN/P I L OT S CORE S : C OOP ER- 
HARPER 
c =  . 196 u = 1.29 R A T 1  NC 





Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
SCORES : 
c = .257 17 = 1.17 
rw lonq 
& = - . 2 2 3  0 = 1.85 
IUt Id 
OLD C A S E  NO. ! 112 
1 
COOPER- 
H ARP ER 




- NO OBVIOUS D I F F E R E N C E  FROM L A S T  R U N  
CASE NO. 
2c-11-1 
?UN/P IL OT 
5-31 -5 1 
.A 
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Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
SPECS : 
q :OFF w - S C A S  : ON 
93, : OFF k+ = - SPEED HOLD ; ON 
K = 1.6 
# 9 Y 
OLD CASE NO. ! 61 
SCORES : 
= . 0 6 6  U "  .513 
#4 lonq 
E =  -.270 0 = , 205  
IA IUt 
COOPER- 
HARP E R  
R A T I N G  
2 
COMMENTS : 





Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
: or1 w = 2. o SCAS : ON K = 1.6 
r 9 
q, : ON cv = 2.0 SPEED HOLD 
OLD W E  NO- ! 62 
SCORES : 
= . 066 iy = ,456 
ma ionq 





H ARP ER 
R A T 1  NG 
N/A 
COMMENTS : 
- TQHGET VIBRATES WITH A/C SYMBOL: NO REAL 
CONFUSION 
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Table A.8 - Data S m v  Sheets continued 
SPECS : 
: ON w = 2 . 0  SC4S : ON 
q= : ON cv = 2. 0 SPEED HOLD 
-lY 9 
OLD CPSE NO. ! 63 




& - . 017 u - - 6 0  
rao ton4 
E = -.172 a =  311 
IA IUt 
COOP ER- 




Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
SPECS : 
K = 1 .6  
9 
qx : ON Q' x = 2. 0 SPEED HOLD 
OLD CASE NO. : 64 
; ON 
SCORES : 
c = - . 1 1 1  CF = .73s 
m# lonq 
E =  - . 1 8 1  0 = ,298 
I d  lot 
C OOP ER- 
HARPER 
R A T I N G  
4 
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Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
SPECS : 
: 0t.J w ==E 2. 0 SGAS : ON K = 2 . 0  
CiLD C&SE NO. ! 78 
SCORES : 
c =  .013 v =  702 
lonp lonq 
& =  -. 036 u =  ,291 
lrrt I U t  





- STICK FClRCES ARE A L I T T L E  HEAVY 
- GOO0 TRACK INC PERFORMANCE WITHOUT MUCH 
D I FF I CIJ LTY 
- MOTION IS k DISTRACTIONJ BUT DOES NOT 
SEEM TO AFFECT PERFORMANCE 
- ROLL OSlIILLAT IONS: MODERATELY OBJECT1 ON- 
AE:LEJ CAUSES TENTATIVE USE O F  AILERON, 
USE RClD DER TO COMPENSATE 
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Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
---.-- 
SFEi:$; : 
.n : ON w = 2.0 3C&,S : ON K = 2.0 
Y I 
v= : ON &* 2. 0 SPEED HOLD 
X 
= . 0 6 1  u =  . S 8  
ma ion4 
f. = - .112 0 = .203 







- F INE TUNES HEAD1 I'JC ERROR WITH RUDDER! 
GROSS CCIERECT ION W I  TH AILERON 
t tq I N  I t1 I ZEE; ROLL OSC I LL AT I O W  1 
- ClEFI  N I T E  1 NCREASE I FJ PERFORMANCE [ OVER 
F REV IOi,lS R Ut4 5 
- WOPKED AS HkRD W I T H  BETTER RESULTS 




Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
K = 2 . 0  
; ON 
SCORES : 
c =  .26 a - 1.21 
lono Ion( 
E =  -. 332 0 = .270 
IA lm 
~ 
C OOP ER- 
HARPER 
R A T 1  NC 
5 
COMMENTS : 
- S T I C K  FORCES SAME AS L A S T  R U N  
- F E L T  PEFlFORMANCE WAS WORSE THAN SCORES 
I NDI C k T E  
- M O T I O N  I S  DISTRACTING: EFFECT O N  
PERF ORM 1 AEJ CE I S OUE ST I QNA BLE 
- AWARE O F  ROLL O S C I L L A T I O N S  AND SO A V O I D S  
EXC I T S  NG THEM 
CASE NI2. 
2c-11-E; 
2 UN..' P I L O T  
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Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
E = -.172 0 = .279 
I u- l U t  
K = 2 . 0  
q 
; O N  
C OOP ER- 
H A R P  ER 
R A T 1  NG 
4.5 
COMMENTS : 
- L OW RlJD DER RE SPCl NSE 
- C A N  NOT SEEM TO O B T A I N  PERFORMANCE T H A T  
SEEMS TO BE ACHIEVABLE 
- ANt.JOVING L O N G  I T L I D I N A L  V I B R A T I O N  
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Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
SPECS : 
: ON a = 2 .  0 SWS : ON 
q, : ON a = 1 . 0  SPEED HOLD 
-Y Y 
OLD C A S E  NO. ! 8 0  
K = 2 . 0  
9 
; ON 
e =  -.I317 Q = . 7 8 S  
lono ionq 
€: = - . 4 0 6  u =  .42? 
IA lR t  




- STICK F O R C E S  SEEMED HEAVIER: MORE PITCH, 
A I LE RON A N  D R ClDD ER ACT I VI T Y  WERE 
E EOLl I RE Ci T 0 0 ETA It4 PEE FOR MRN CE 
- MOTION I S  ANNOYING 
COOPER- 





- ROLL OSCILLATIONS LESS NOTICEABLE 
C&SE NO. 
2c-11-7 
IlJN/P I L OT 
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Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
SPECS : 
p : ON 0 = 2 . 0  S I X S  : ON 




C "  - . 1 1 3  u =  .709 
larco ion( 
c = - .1s3 0 = .339 
Id lfi 





R Q T I  NG 
5 
COMMENTS : 
- TASK WAS UO-ABLE 
- USED MOTION CUES BUT D I D  NOT CONSCIOUSLY 
KEY ON I T  
- IGNORE HORIZON MOTION I N  DISPLAY 
- SLSGHT RESPONSE LAG 
CASE NO. 
2C-11-8 
?UN/P I L OT 
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Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
SPECS 8 
: ON GJ ~ 2 . 0  SCAS : ON 
q= : ON cv = 2 . 0  SPEED HOLD 
q v  9 
8 
OLD CASE NO. : 91 




- N O  MAJOR D E F I C I E N C I E S  
- FELT LATERAL MOTION ANNOYING: 
UNREAL1 ST I  C 
- SLIGHTLY MORE D I F F I C U L T  THAN PREVIOUS 
RUN 




R A T I N G  
4.5 
- F E L T  HE WAS WORKING HARDER 
CASE NO. 
2c-11-9 
? UN/ P I L  OT 
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Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
SPECS 8 
: ON o - 2 . 0  SCAS : ON K = 2 . 0  ? 9 
r). : ON - 1 . 5  SPEED HOLD I OFF 
OLD M E  NO- ! 92 
SCORES I 
E - - e 1 2  u - .6S4 
In0 long 
E = - a 1 7 6  a =  .264  







- DECREASE I N  RESPONSIVENESS TO STICK 
(COMPARED TO PREVIOUS RUNI 
- FELT PERFORMANCE WAS WORSE FOR THIS RUN 
(COMPARED TO PREVIOUS RUNI 





R A T 1  NG 
t UN/PIL OT 
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Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
SPECS : 
: ON c3 = 2.0 SCAS : ON K = 2.0 -* r 
q= : ON Q) - 1.0 SPEED HOLD ; OFF 
OLD CASE NO- : 93 
SCORES 8 




VERY 08 JECTIONABLE. SLUGG ISH BEHAVIOR 
COULD COMPENSATE FOR D E F I  C I E N C I  ES, FELT 
HE COULD DO BETTER WITH PRACTICE 
NOT AS RESPONSIVE TO ST ICK,  MORE LEAD 
REQUIRED DUE TO INCREASED SLUCCISHNESS 
[COMPARED TO L A S T  FEW PREVIOUS RUNS) 
I CNORINC HORI  ZON D I S P L A Y  MOT I O N  
HAD TO BE MORE AGGRESSIVE 
CASE NO. 
2c-11-11 
R UN/P I L  OT 
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Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
SPECS : 
n : ON o ~ 2 . 0  SCAS : ON K = 2.0 -* I 
??* : ON (v = 1.0 SPEED HOLD 
O L D  CASE NO, ! 938 
SCORES : 
E = -.28 a = -2s  
Id lUt 
; ON 




- EXTENSIVE P I L O T  COMPENSATION R E W I R E D  
- P I 0  TENDENCIES1 TRIED TO PUT I N  SMOOTH 
INPUTS TO NOT EXCITE OSCILLATIONS [ I N  
BOTH AXES1 
- TASK REQUIRED MORE STICK A C T I V I T Y  
- I F  TARGET GETS AWAY, A LARGER INPUT 
CAUSES A CHASING CAME 
- SPEED HOLD EFFECTS NOTICED 
CASE NO. 
2c-11-12 
?UN/P I L  OT 
;-7 
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Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
SPECS t 
: ON w = 2.0 SCAS : ON 
?JB : ON 4, = 0.8 SPEED HOLD 
-1 
B 
OLD CASE NO, : 94 
K - 2.t 
; OFF 
SCORES t 
E - -0031 CT - .78 








- TRYING TO PUT I N  SMOOTH INPUTS I N  
LATERAL STICK TO NOT EXCITE 
OSCILLATIONS 
- I F  HE STAYS CLOSE TO TARGET - OK, BUT I F  
I T  GETS AWAY FROM HIM HE HAS TROUBLE 
GETTING BACK TO I T  
- MORE DIFFICULT THAN PREYIOUS RUN 
- CONTROL EFFECTIVENESS ABOUT THE SAME AS 
LAST RUN 
- LEAD REQUIRED I N  BOTH AXES 
I CASE NO. 
I 
iRUN/P I L O T  
I 
2 C - 1 1 - 1 3  
~ ~ 
172 Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
SPECS : 
: ON o - 2 . 0  SCAS : ON 
(c3, : ON 4, = 0.8 SPEED HOLD 
P V  
x 
OLD CATE NO- I 94B 




E - . 012 Q - .765 
uy kni 
E = 0.204 U = -292 
l d  I.\ 
COOPER- 
HARPER 
R A T 1  NC 
6 
COMMENTS 8 
- TASK REOUI  RED SI C N I F I C A N T  P I  LOT WORKLOAD 
- NO N O T I C E  OF SPEED HOLD EFFECTS 
- I C N O R I N C  HORIZON D I S P L A Y  MOTION 
- SOMETIMES FEELS COMBINATION OF CAB 
MOT1 ON AND HORIZON MOT I O N  CONFUSING 
- T H I N K S  MOTION IS CONFUSINC 
CASE NO. 
2c-12-1 
? UN/P I L OT 
;-4-8 
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Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
SPECS : 
: O N  o - 2 . 0  SCAS ON ?+ 2 
7il= : ON A.r = 2 . 0  SPEED HOLD 
OLD CASE NO. ! 82 
SCORES : 
E = - . 1 1 8  0 .173 
IA IUt 







- D I D  NOT NOTICE ANY DIFFERENCE OVER 
PREVIOUS RUN 
- COMMENTS FROM PREVIOUS RUN APPLY I N  T H I S  
RUN TOO 
?UN/FS I L OT 
;-4-3 I 
/ 
j C  
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Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
SPECS : 
: ON 0 = 2 . 0  SCAS : ON 
qJ?, 3 
qIL : ON a' = 1. 0 SPEED HOLD 
OLD CASE NO. : 83 
SCORES : 
c =  . 031 U = .634 
m long 
& = -.I27 a =  .294 
I& lot 
COMMENTS : 
- MORE COMPENSkTION THAN PREVIOUS RUN 
- HARDER TO OBTAIN DESIRED PERFORMANCE 
- RESPONSE LAC 
- WORSE THAN PREVIOUS RUN I I . E .  
CASE 2C-12-11 
K = 2 . 0  
P 
; ON 









I C  
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Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
SPECS : 
K = 2 . 0  * : ON w = 2. 0 S W S  : ON qY 2 
q, : ON 6’ = 1.5  SPEED HOLD I ON 
SCORES : 
c =  . 063 g - .636 
bw toni 
E = - . 1 1 0  0 = . 194 
IrR lUt 





- MORES RESPONSIVE THAN PREVIOUS RUN ( 1 . E .  
CASE 2C-12-2 I 
- PROM INANT ANNOY1 NG LONGITUDI NAL 
VIBRATION 
- DID NOT FEEL HE D I D  A S  WELL A S  HE COULD 
HAVE 
- D I D  NOT CAPITALIZE ON IMPROVED 
RESPONS IUENESS 
Table A.8 - Data g6&ma.ry Sheets continued 




z =  . 04s c;r = . 7 0  
m lonq 
e =  -. 1s c I =  . 169 
Id. l U t  
- HAD TO WOF:K HCsRD 
- H A D  TO LEAD TARGET 






Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
SPECS : 




c = - . 0 1 9  v = .s3 
lonq 
E =  -.030 o =  ,153 
lb IUt 






- HAD TO WORK SOME 
- T H I S  CASE kLLOWS PILOT TO BE MORE 
ACGRESS I V E  I N  BOTH AXES 
- CAN INPUT SHARPER INPUTS WITHOUT 
EXCIT ING P I O  
- CAN LOCK O N  TARGET BETTER 
I A S E  NO. 
IUN/P I L O T  
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Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
y 9 
qz : ON 0 = 2. 0 SPEED HOLD 









- P ILrJT INPUT CkUSES INSTAE: I L I  TY: OBVIOUS 
F I O  
- VEF!Y LIGHT STICK FORCES REQUIRED T O  
I IA INTAIN S T W I L I T Y  
- NOTE : t.40 TAFED DATA NO S T R I P  CHARTS 
I 
179 
Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
- N CIT I CED O'vl ERS HI30 T I N P I TC H 
- I QNO RED El I SPL A'<' MOT I ON OF HO I% I2 ON . 
D I CI NOT A F  FEE T P ERF ClRPl ANC E 








Table A.8 - Data Summary Sheets continued 
SPECE, : 
: 131.1 c3 = - L. 0 SCAS : or4 K = 2 . 0  
- Y  Y 1 
;rl, : Qt1 6’ = 1 . r:l SPEED HOLD : ON 
I 
E =  . 024 0 = . 64  
ma ion4 
& = - .17 a = .27s 
I& lUt 
C OOP ER- 
HARP ER 
R A T 1  NC 
6 
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Table A.8 - Data Summary Shcets continued 
I 
c =  . 142 ly = .544 
mta long 
E = -.a96 0 = .21  
lclt IUt 




2 11-2 1-2 




1. c / 
COMtlENTS : 
- C A N  GET AGGRESSIVE kNCl THINGS D O  NOT GET 
OUT OF CONTROL 
- HAD TO SUPPLY SOME LEAD 
- N O  P I O  TEN tiENC'r' 
- cFtr4 NOT TELL IF MOT Iurt AFFECTS 
P ERF URM ArJC E 





Table A.8 - Data P2 ummary Sheets continued 
SCORES : 
c =  . 061 CY = . 6 0  
ma tunq 







- MORE SOUIRRELY I N  ROLL THAN I N  PREVIOUS 
R LI N 
- NOT1 CED O'lr'ERSHlXJTS I N  P I T C H  AND ROLL 
[ MORE NOT1 IZEABLE I N  ROLL 1 
- CAN NOT TELL THE EFFECT OF MOTION ON 
PERFORMANCE 
Table A.8 - Data P3 ummary Sheets concluded 
K = 2.0 
; O F F  
P 
E = - .244 0 = . 2 S 9  








Simulator Frequency Response Data 
This appendix presents frequency response data of the simulation facility that was used to 
conduct the simulation experiment, Le. the Langley VMS simulator. This data was obtained 
experimentally using several sets of vehicle dynamics that correspond to varying degrees of 
structural flexibility. The following tables describe the experimental conditions and the data 
that was recorded. The units for the frequency response plots are indicated as well as a 
description of the parameters that were measured and their units. The values of the symmetric 
and antisymmetric mode vibration frequencies are also indicated, these define the 
configurations associated with each set of frequency response data. This data was used to 
produce the frequency response plots of the simulator presented in Figures 16 through 20, 
which correspond to the baseline configuration, i.e. Configuration 1. 
185 
I 
l l e + s b \ e  be\ow i w l i c u h  h e  u ~ ; + s  Cot +he vcrcioos phrcrvnden- 
Table A.9 - Simulator Data : Symbol Definition 




Table A. 1 1 - Simulator Data : Frequency Responses 
i 
CONFIGURATION 1 : M a g n i t u d e s  
freq : 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
0. 25:  -14 130 -38. 400 -12. 850 - 1 1 .  830 -30. 240 -64. 360 -57. 220 -22. 190 -28. 990 
0. 50:  - 1 3 .  210 -40.330 -14. 890 - 1 1 .  430 -27. 150 -64.940 -55. 250 -22.910 -30. 090 
t 
I 
0. 75:  -12. 400 -38.370 -17. 360 -12. 200 -24.420 -63. 160 -54. 380 -21. 050 -30.940 
1 .  0 0 :  -13.  4 7 0  -37. 230 -18. 870 -12. 370 -21. 910 -63. 070 -54. 250 -20. 630 -31. 940 
1 .  25: -14.860 -35.910 -20.030 -12. 550 -20. 675 -63.310 -55. 560 -20.480 -33. 670 
1 .  50: -16. 430 -34.270 -21.220 -12. 790 -19.310 -63. 480 -56. 960 -20. 430 -35. 470 
1 .  75: -18. 000 -31. 820 -22. 480 -13. 080 -17. 220 -62.890 -57. 710 -19.916 -37. 160 






d a t a  
k e y  : A l l  l o n g i t u d i n a l  a x i s  p a r a m e t e r s  
1) d e l t a  / F 
2 )  nr / d e l t a  3 )  t h e t a  / d e l t a  
CP 
* h 
4 )  n r  / nz 5 )  q / t h e t a  
CP 
h h 
6) nz / F 7 )  q / F  
CP 
h h 
8 )  n z  / F 9 )  q I F  
cmd cmd 
t h e  d a t a  below i s  f o r  easy reading i n t o  fortran programs 
0.25  -14. 130 -38.400 -12.850 -11.830 -30.240 -64.360 -57.220 -22.190 -28. 990 
0.  50 -13.210 -40.330 -14.890 -1 1.430 -27. I50 -64.360 -55.250 -22.910 -30.090 
0. 75 -12. LOO -38.370 -17.360 -12.200 -24.420 -63. It0 -54. 380 -21.050 -30.940 
1.00 -13.470 -37.230 -18.870 -12.370 -21.910 -63,070 -54.250 -20.630 -31.940 
1.25 -14.860 -35.910 -20.030 -12. 550 -20.675 -63.310 -55. 560 -20.480 -33.670 
1 .  50 -16.430 -34.270 -21.220 -12.790 -19.310 -63.480 -56.960 -20.430 -35.470 
1.75 -10. 000 -31.820 -22. 480 -13.080 -17.220 -62.890 -57. 710 -19.916 -37. 160 
2 .00  -19.690 -27. 170 -30.490 -13.710 -7. 570 -60. 550 -57.750 -18.360 -39.420 
188 








CONFIGURATION 1 : Phases 
' 
freq : 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 9 
e 
1 
0. 25: -78. 27 -60. 75  -167. 74 47. 62 -287. 10 -91. 41  -173.09 -88. 82 -257. bo 
0. 501 -60. 53 31. 13 -244.31 20. 56 -319. 48 -8. 83 -264. 32 -3. 44 -337. 62 
0 . 7 5 ;  -98.01 14.42 -258. 10 14.29 -341.61 -69.09 -337. 72 -61.60 -43.27 
1. 00: -140. 16 7.69 -262.58 6. 67 -2.49 -125. 70 -45.24 -116. 11 -99. 42 
1. 25: -176. 81 3.00 -267. 58 0 .26  -22.30 -173. 55 -104.43 -163. 8 5  -144.24 







1. 75 ! -229. OC, -7. 13 -277.31 -8. 10 --57.3a -244.28 -203.74 -229. oo -209. 62 
f 
2. 00: -243. 09 -28. 03 -20.47 -0. 58 -359. 14 -200. 51 -271. 70 -265. 76 -241. 76 
k e y  : All longitudinal axis psrameterr 
1)  delta / F 
2 )  nz / delta 3 )  theta / delta 
CP 
A h 
4 )  nz / nz 5 )  q / theta 
CP 
h A 
6 )  nz / F 7 )  q / F  
CP 
A A 
8 )  nz I F  9 )  q / F  
cmd cmd 
the data b e l o w  is for easy  reeding into fortran programs 
f 
data 
0 .25  -78.27 
0. 50 -60. 53 
0. 75 -90.0! 
1.00 -140. 16 
1.25 -176.81 












-244.31 20. 54 
-258. 10 14. 29 
-242.50 6. 67 
-247. 58 0. 26 
-270. 14 -5. OS 
-277.31 -8. 10 



































Table A. 1 1 - Simulator Data : Frequency Responses continued 
CONFIGURATION 1 : flagnitudes 
frcq : 1 2 3 4 3 6 7 0 9 
: 
I 
0. 23: -6. 390 -37. 100 -12.000 2. 790 -43. 000 -60. 770 -61. 560 -10. 480 -26. 090 
0. 501 -10. 900 -31.700 -15. 290 -7. 010 -36. 050 -69.600 -63. 050 -25.970 -30. 860 
I 
I 
0 . 7 3 :  -24.2m -31.990 -16. as0 -4.780 -40.610 -01.020 -01.720 -41.010 -45. 540 
: 
key : All lateral-directional a x e s  parameters 
1) delta / F 
2) ny / delta 3) p / delta 
CP 
A A 
4 )  ny / ny 5 )  P I P  
C P  
h h 
6 )  ny / F 7 )  p / F  
C P  
A h 
8 )  ny / F 9) p / F  
c md c md 
tho data below i s  f o r  easy reading into fortran programs 
da ta 
0.25 -6.390 -57.100 -12. os0 2.790 -43.000 -60.770 -61.360 -1s. 480 -26.090 
0. 73 -24.260 -51. 990 -16. a50 -4.700 -40.610 -81.020 -81.720 -41.810 -45. 340 
0. 50 -10.900 -51.700 -13.290 -7.010 -36.830 -69. 600 -63.050 -25.970 -30.060 
190 
Table A. 11 - Simulator Data : Frequency Responses continued 
CONFIGURATION 1 : P h a s e s  
freq I 1 2 3 4 9 6 7 8 9 
~~~ 
~ : 
0. 25: -195. 18 -339. 67 -99. 08 -186. 43 -65. 80 -1. 27 -0. 06 -179. 38 -261. 50 
0. 50: -267. 56 -337. 96 -03. 28 -215. 34 -107.36 -100. 85 -98. 19 -260. 58 -351. 90 




key : All lateral-directional axes parameters 
1) delta / F 
2) ny / delta 3 )  p / delta 
CP 
A h 
4 )  ny / ny 3) P I P  
CP 
A h 
6) ny / F 7 )  p / F  
CP 
h A 
8 )  ny / F 9 )  p / F  
cmd c md 
the data below is for easy reading into fortran programs 
data 
0 . 2 5  -195. 18 -339.67 -99.08 -186.43 -65.80 -1.27 -0.06 -179.38 -261. 50 
0. SO -267. S6 -337.96 -83.28 -21s. 34 -107. 36 -100. 83 -98. 19 -260. 58 -351. 90 
0. 75 -306. 44 -338. 28 -76.03 -238.03 -163. 54 -163. 54 -1'36.01 -296. 97 -38. 54 
191 
Table A. 1 1 - Simulator Data : Frequency Responses continued 
CONFIGURATION 2 : Magnitudes 
freq I 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
1 
0 . 2 5 :  -14.050 -38.841 -12.940 -12.400 -31.910 -6s. 480 -58.920 -23.350 -30. 570 
0. 5 0 :  -12.440 -39.600 -15. 520 -13.420 -29. 550 -65. 470 -57.730 -23.350 -32. 110 
0. 75: -12.440 -37.380 -18. 120 -12. 360 -25.710 -62.200 -54.290 -20.010 -32.640 
1.00; -13.720 -35.380 -20.010 -12.970 -22. 146 -42.070 -55.880 -19.430 -33.450 
1. 25: -15.700 -32.380 -22.880 -13. 500 -18.293 -61.450 -56. 870 -19.060 -35.400 
1. 5 0 :  -18.290 -26.720 -18.880 -13.870 -22.210 -58.870 -59.370 -17.260 -39. 980 
1.75: -16.820 -30.940 -19.070 -13. 270 -21.370 -60.940 -57.250 -18.840 -37.330 








k e y  : All longitudinal axis parameters 
1) delta / F 
2) nz / delta 3) theta / delta 
C P  
h A 
4) nr / nr 5 )  q / theta 
C P  
A h 
6) nz / F 7 )  q / F  
C P  
n L. 
8 )  nz / F 9 )  q / F  
cmd cmd 
t h e  data b e l o w  is f o r  easy reading into fortran programs 
data 
0.25 -14.050 -38.841 -12.940 -12. LOO -31.910 -65.480 -58.920 -23.350 -30. 570 
0. 50 -12.460 -39.600 -15. 520 -13.420 -29. 550 -65.670 -57.730 -23.350 -32. 110 
0.75 -12.460 -37.380 -18. 120 -12.360 -25.710 -62.200 -56,290 -20.010 -32.640 
1.00 -13. 720 -35.380 -20.010 -12.970 -22. 146 -62.070 -55.880 -19.630 -33.650 
1.25 -15.700 -32.380 -22.800 -13. 500 -10.293 -61.650 -56.870 -19.060 -35.400 
1. 30 -le. 290 -26.720 -18.880 -13.670 -22.210 -58.870 -59.370 -17.260 -39. 980 
1. 75 -16. 020 -30.940 -19.070 -13.270 -21.370 -60. 960 -57. 250 -18.840 -37. 330 
2.00 -18. 570 -33.600 -20. 530 -13.960 -19.602 -66. 120 -50.710 -21. 550 -30.680 
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Table A . l l  - Simulator Data : Frequency Responses continued 
CONFIGURATION 2 : Phases 
freq I 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
I 
I 
0.  25: -75. 06 -64. 14 -172. 70 43. 61 -281.75 -95. 58 -169. 51 -89.74 -254.74 
0. 50:  -63. 16 24. 81 -248. 13 26. 38 -310. 74 -11. 97 -262. 02 -7. 65 -322. 98 
0.75: -105.87 8. 79 -261.48 14. 57 -337.36 -82. 51 -344. 71 -76.02 -48. 15 





1.25: -182. 76 -10. 24 -279.90 0.61 -27.12 -192.39 -129.78 -183.42 -157. 89 
I 
1. 5 0 :  -190. 12 -68. 17 -152. 98 -1. 19 -246.96 -259. 49 -230. 06 -250. 32 -205. 32 
1.75: -220.04 -150.54 -244.36 -10.83 -15.51 -29.41 -119.91 -11.72 -181. 1 1  
2. 00:  -246. 23 -170. 34 -255. 57 -1 1. 81 -47. 52 -68. 38 -189.32 -50. 28 -217. 28 
I 
I 
key : All longitudinal axis parameters 
1) delta / F 
2) ni / delta 3) theta / delta 
C P  
h h 
4) nz / ni 5 )  q / theta 
CP 
n h 
6 )  ni / F 7) q / F  
CP 
h h 
8 )  nr / F 9 )  q / F  
crnd cmd 



























-172. 70 43. 61 
-261.48 14. 57 
-267.63 2. 13 
-279. 90 0. 61 
-244.36 -10. 83 
-235.57 -1 1.81 
-248. 13 26.38 










































Table A. 11 - Simulator Data : Frequency Responses continued 
CONFIGURATION 2 : Magnitudes 






0. 25: -6. 420 -56.620 -12. 150 2.480 -42. 070 -60. 550 -61. 440 -10.420 -25. 970 
0. 50: -11. 190 -51. 510 -15. 290 -7. 330 -36. 000 -70. 030 -63. 280 -26. 180 -31. 050 
0.75: -26. 920 -51. 980 -16. 760 -4. 170 -36. 200 -83. 070 -79. 890 -44. 580 -48. 160 
key : All lateral-directional axes parameters 
1)  delta / F 
2) ny / delta 3) p / delta 
CP 
A A 
4 )  ny / ny 5 )  P I P  
CP 
A A 
6)  ny / F 7 )  p / F  
CP 
A A 
8)  ny / F 9)  p / F  
crnd c md 
t h e  data below is for  easy reading into fortran programs 
data 
0.23 -6. 420 -56.620 -12. 150 2.480 -42.870 -60. 550 -61.440 -10.420 -23.970 
0. SO -11. 190 -51. 310 -15. 290 -7. 330 -36. 800 -70.030 -63. 280 -26. 100 -31. 050 
0. 75 -26. 920 -51. 980 -16. 760 -4. 170 -36. 200 -03.070 -79.090 -44. 500 -40. 1bO 
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Table A. 1 1 - Simulator Data : Frequency Responses continued 
CONFIGWRATION 2 : Phases  
frcq I 1 2 3 4 5 4 7 0 9 
: 
I 
0. 25: -197. 24 -311. 52 -97. 72 -211. 07 -63. 64 -0. 43 -303. 59 -170. 42 -240. 94 
0. 5 0 :  -267. 60 -335. 59 -02. 72 -212. 49 -108. 35 -95.00 -98. 67 -260. 23 -351. 70 




key : All lateral-directional axe5 parameters 
1) delta / F 
2)  ny / delta 
C P  
A 
4)  ny / ny 
C P  
A 
6) ny / F 
CP 
A 
0)  ny / F 
cmd 
3) p / delta 
h 
7)  p / F  
CI 
9) p / F  
c md 
the data below is f o r  easy reading into fortran programs 
data 
0.25 -197.24 -311. 32 -97. 72 -211. 07 -43.64 -0. 43 -303. 59 -170. 42 -260.94 
0. 50 -247.60 -335. 59 -02. 72 -212. 49 -100.35 -95.00 -90. 47 -240. 23 -351. 70 
0.73 -303.26 -337.00 -75. 03 -304.00 -149.43 -227.94 -169.73 -292.81 -34.60 
195 
Table A. 1 1 - Simulator Data : Frequency Responses continued 
CONFIGURATION 3 : Magnitudes 
frcq I 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
: 
0. 25: -13. 290 -41 .  210 -13. 920 -10. 570 -35. 230 -45. 040 -62. 440 -24. 210 -34. 500 
0. 5 0 :  -11. 150 -37. 600 -18. 670 -12. 810 -26. 740 -61. 560 -56. 560 -19. 410 -31. 440 
0. 75 -13. 570 -33. 750 -26. 700 -13.440 -15.630 -60. 750 -55. 900 -18. 440 -32.830 
1. OOI -18. 100 -28.890 -14. 000 -13. 590 -26. 530 -60. 540 -58. 620 -18. 450 -40. 280 
1.25: -14. 590 -33.450 -17. 300 -12.860 -24. 120 -40.890 -56. 010 -19.010 -34. 740 
1. 501 -15. 750 -35. 540 -18.990 -13. 130 -22. 100 -64.430 -56. 850 -20.790 -35. 490 
1. 75: -17.310 -36.670 -19.960 -13.350 -20. 141 -67.310 -57. 410 -22.930 -36. 870 









key : All longitudinal a x i s  parameters 
1) delta / F 
2)  nz / delta 3)  theta / delta 
C P  
h h 
4)  nz / nz 5 )  q / theta 
CP 
A A 
6 )  nz / F 7)  q / F  
CP 
8 )  nz / F 9)  q / F  
c md crnd 
t h e  data b e l o w  i 6  for cosy reading i n t o  fovtran programs 
data I 
0.25 -13.290 -41.210 -13.920 -10. 570 -35.230 -65.060 -62.440 -24.210 -34.500 
0.50 -11. 150 -37.600 -18.670 -12.810 -2&. 740 -61. 540 -56. 540 -19.410 -31.440 
0.75 -13. 570 -33.750 -26. 700 -13.440 -15. b30 -60.750 -55.900 -18.440 -32.830 
1.00 -18. 100 -28.890 -14.000 -13. 590 -26. 530 -40. 540 -58.620 -18.450 -40.280 
1. 25 -14. 590 -33.450 -17.300 -12.840 -24. 120 -&O. 890 -56.010 -19.010 -34.740 
1. 50 -15.750 -35.540 -18.990 -13. 130 -22. 100 -64.430 -56.850 -20.790 -35.490 
1.75 -17.310 -36.670 -19.960 -13.350 -20. 141 -b7.310 -57.410 -22.930 -36.870 
2.00 -18.780 -37.380 -20.910 -12.080 -17.830 -68.240 -57. 520 -25. 110 -38. 290 
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Table A. 1 1 - Simulator Data : Frequency Responses continued 
CONFIGW(AT1ON 3 : Phases  
f r e q  1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
I 
I 
0.25:  -61.82 -63. 38 -193. 91 56. 17 -153.85 -69.03 -49. 50 -73. 41 -130. 11 
0. 501 -85. 72 5.  73 -260. 82 25. 70 -339. 17 -54. 29 -305. 71 -52. 22 -22. 90 
0. 75: -144.06 -14. 24 -64.04 11. 72 -210.80 -146. 50 - 5 0 . 9 7  -142.86 -126. 11 
1.00; -123. 52 -104. 57 -184. 68 4. 72 -265. 84 -223. 38 -214. 04 -216.20 -271. 01 
1.25: -150. 11 -162. 19 -243. 65 -5. 53 -345. 78 -317. 02 -19. 54 -303. 09 -92. 03 
1. 5 0 :  -196.80 -171.39 -252. 57 -12.64 -24.98 -20.82 -114.35 -0. 19 -156.09 







2. 00:  -247. 38 -177. 21 -360. 00 -16. 10 -69.01 -80. 70 -216. 47 -50. 10 -220. 52 
I 
key  : A l l  l o n g i t u d i n a l  a x i s  p a r a m e t e r s  
1) d e l t a  / F 
2 )  nr / d e l t a  31 t h e t a  / d e l t a  
C P  
n n 
4) nr / nr 5 )  q / t h e t a  
C P  
A A 
4) nr / F 7)  q / F  
C P  
A A 
8 )  n z  / F 9 )  q / F  
cmd cnd 
t h e  d a t a  b e l o w  i s  f o r  easy r e a d i n g  i n t o  f o r t r a n  programs 

























-193. 91 56. 17 
-260. 82 25.70 
-64.04 11. 72 
-184.60 4. 72 
-243.65 -5. 53 
-252. 57 -12.64 
-257.67 -5.63 











































Table A. 1 1 - Simulator Data : Frequency Responses continued 
CONFIGURATION 3 : Uagnituder 





0. 29: -6. 940 -91. 600 -11. 510 -2. 110 -42. 500 -60. 640 -60. 950 -10.270 -25. 450 
0. SO: -11. 590 -50.390 -14.630 -3. 410 -36.300 -67. 300 -62. 540 -25. 690 -30. 360 
0. 75 : -26. 000 -50. 740 -1 5. 999 -2. 460 -34. 900 -79. 270 -77. 060 -42. 030 -46. 200 
key : All lateral-directional axes parameters 
1) delta / F 
2) ny / delta 3)  p / delta 
CP 
A * 
4)  ny / ny 5 )  P I P  
CP 
A A 
6 )  ny / F 7) p / F  
CP 
A * 
0 )  ny / F 9) p / F  
cmd cmd 
the data below is f o r  easy reading into fortran programs 
data 
0. 25 -6. 940 -51. 600 -11. 510 -2. 110 -42. S O 0  -60.640 -60. 930 -10.270 -25.450 
0. 50 -11. 590 -50.390 -14. 650 -5. 410 -36. 300 -67. 380 -62. 540 -25. 690 -30. 360 
0. 73 -26. 000 -50 .  740 -13.993 -2. 460 -34.900 -79. 270 -77. 060 -42.030 -46. 200 
I 
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Table A. 1 1 - Simulator Data : Frequency Responses continued 
CONFIGURATION 3 : Phases 
freq I 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
I 
0.231 -192. 34 -245. 02 -98. 60 -266.85 -52. 32 -344. 21 -343. 26 -162. 79 -246. 90 
0. 501 -260.04 -323. 78 -84.97 -222.31 -105. 5 0  -86. 14 -90. 52 -251. 72 -344.30 




key : All lateral-directional axes parameters 
1) delta / F 
2) ny / delta 3) p / delta 
C P  
* * 
4) ny / ny 3) P I P  
CP 
A * 
6) ny / F 7 )  p / F  
CP 
A A 
8 )  ny / F 9 )  p / F  
cmd cmd 
the data below ir for easy reading into fortran programs 
data 
0.23 -192.34 -243.02 -98.60 -266.83 -52.32 -344.21 -343.26 -162.79 -246.90 
0. 73 -299.88 -331. 70 -77. 60 -219. 83 -146.28 -131.43 -163. 76 -283.39 -34. 54 
0. so -260.04 -323.78 -84.97 -222.31 -10s. SO -06.14 -90. s2 -251.72 -344.30 
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Table A. 11 - Simulator Data : Frequency Responses continued 
CONFIGURATION 4 : Magnitudes 
freq : 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
I 
0. 25: -14.070 -38. 500 -12. 950 -12. 080 -28. 800 -64.640 -55. 820 -22. 590 -27. 590 
8 
0. 5 0 :  -13.230 -40. 540 -14.960 -10.990 -25.330 -64. 760 -53. 530 -22.950 -28.410 
0. 7 5 :  -12. 550 -38.460 -17. 490 -11.240 -23. 110 -62.230 -53. 140 -20.890 -29.800 
1.00; -13.470 -37.300 -10.990 -12.270 -21. 550 -63.040 -54.020 -20. 550 -31.730 
1.25: -14.080 -36.010 -20. 160 -12. 100 -20.628 -62.970 -55.670 -20.380 -33.610 
1. 5 0 :  -16. 510 -34,350 -21.380 -12. 590 -19. 281 -b3.430 -57. 160 -20.350 -35. 600 








2.00: -19.650 -27.970 -30.450 -13.610 -7.740 -60. so0 -57.840 -18.380 -39.500 
key : All longitudinal axis parameters 
1)  delta / F 
2) nr / delta 3) theta / delta 
CP 
h e. 
4) nz / nz 5 )  q / theta 
C P  
A 
6) nz / F 7) q / F  
C P  
A h 
8 )  nz / F 9) q / F  
c md cmd 
the data below is +or easy reading into fortran progrdns 
data 
0.25 -14.070 -38. 500 -12.950 -12. 080 -28. 000 -64. 640 -55. 820 -22. 590 -27. 590 
0.50 -13.230 -40.540 -14.960 -10.990 -25.330 -64.760 -53. 530 -22.950 -20.410 
0.75 -12. 550 -38. 460 -17.490 -1 1.240 -23. 110 -62.230 -53. 140 -20.890 -29. 000 
1.00 -13.470 -37.300 -10.990 -12. 270 -21. 550 -63. 040 -54. 020 -20. 550 -31. 730 
1.29 -14.800 -36.010 -20. 160 -12. 100 -20.628 -62.970 -55.670 -20.300 -33.610 
1. 50 -16. 510 -34.350 -21.380 -12. 590 -19.201 -63.430 -57. 160 -20.350 -35.600 
1. 75 -18. 100 -31.910 -22.480 -12.940 -17.550 -62.940 -58. 130 -19.930 -37.390 
2.00 -19.650 -27.970 -30.450 -13.610 -7.740 -60. 500 -57.840 -10.300 -39. 500 
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Table A. 1 1 - Simulator Data : Frequency Responses continued 
CONFIGURATION 4 : Phases 
freq : 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
I 
; 
0. 29: -78. 74 
0. 50: -60.85 
0. 7 5 :  -98.30 
1.00; -140.38 
1. 25:  -176.94 





1.75 : -228.39 
I 1 










-167. 21 49. 24 
-244. 27 22. 44 
-257. 98 14.45 
-262. 39 3. 26 
-267.70 0. 02 
-269. 66 -3. 99 

















-281. 4 1 
-180.18 
-268.27 






















key : All longitudinal axis parameters 
1) delta / F 
2)  nz / delta 3) theta / delta 
C P  
A h 
4 )  nz / nz 5) q / theta 
C P  
A A 
6) nz / F 7 )  q / F  
C P  
A h 
8 )  nz / F 9)  q / F  
cmd cod 


























-167. 21 49.24 
-244.27 22. 44 
-257.98 14. 45 
-262.39 3. 26 
-167. 70 0. 02 
-269.66 -3. 99 
-277.21 -8.62 











































Table A. 1 1 - Simulator Data : Frequency Responses continued 
CONFIGURATION 4 : Magnitudes 
freq : 1 2 3 4 9 6 7 8 9 
: 
0. 25: -3. 550 -59.920 -12. 160 4. 790 -43. 750 -60.680 -61. 460 -18. 400 -25. 999 
I 
0. 50:  -11.420 -52. ooo -14.900 -5.630 -36. a00 -69.040 -63.200 -26.270 -31. 050 
: 
: 
0. 73: -26. 630 -52.210 -16. 310 -5. 980 -43. 590 -84. 810 -86. 530 -44.030 -47. 360 
key : All lateral-directional axes parameters 
1) delta / F 
2)  ny / delta 3) p / delta 
C P  
A h 
4 )  ny / ny 5 )  P / P  
C P  
A A 
6) ny / F 7 )  p / F  
C P  
h A 
8 )  ny / F 9)  p / F  
c md cmd 
the data below is for easy reading into fortran programs 
data 
0. 25 -5. 530 -59. 920 -12. 160 4.790 -43. 750 -60.680 -61. 460 -10.400 -25. 999 
0. 73 -26. 630 -52.210 -16.310 -5. 980 -43. 590 -84. 010 -86. 530 -44. 030 -47. 360 
0 . 5 0  -1 1.420 -52. 000 -14.900 -5.630 -36. aao -67.040 -63.200 -26.270 -31.050 
~ 
202 
Table A. 11 - Simulator Data : Frequency Responses continued 
CONFIGVRATION 4 : Phases  
freq I 1 2 3 4 9 6 7 8 9 
~~ 
: 
0. 25: -179. 43 -4. 35 -116. 22 -179. 07 -63. 30 -2. 87 -359. 24 -179. 93 -261. 36 
0. 5 0 :  -250.60 -342.05 -92.94 -221.48 -105.05 -102.22 -96. 68 -250. 56 -348.90 




key : All lateral-directional axes parameters 
1) delta / F 
2) ny / delta 3) p / delta 
CP 
A h 
4)  ny / ny 5 )  P I P  
C P  
h A 
6 )  ny / F 7 )  p / F  
C P  
A A 
8 )  ny / F 9 )  p / F  
cmd cmd 
t h m  data below is f o r  easy reading into fortran programs 
data 
0 . 2 5  -179.45 -4.39 -116.22 -179.07 -63. 50 -2.07 -359.24 -179.93 -261.36 
0. 50 -258. &8 -342.05 -92.94 -221. 48 -105.05 -102.22 -96. 68 -250. 56 -348. 98 
0. 73 -301.21 -335. 80 -82.84 -163. 92 -159. 34 -80. 92 -183. 39 -291. 11 -34. 49 
203 
Table A. 1 1 - Simulator Data : Frequency Responses continued 
CONFIGURATION 5 : Hagnitudes 
freq I 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
I 
I 
0.25:  -14.260 -38.090 -12. 600 -11. 640 -28.870 -63. 970 -55 .  800 -21. 760 -27. 600 
0. 50: -13. 790 -41.380 -14.280 -10.930 -25.570 -66.000 -53. 640 -24. 140 -20. 490 




1.00: -13. 510 -39.200 -18. 190 -10. 450 -22. 220 -63.230 -53. 920 -21.930 -31.440 
1.251 -14. 560 -39. 120 -19. 230 -12. 170 -21.890 -65. 830 -55. 670 -22.630 -33.040 
1. 50:  -16. 040 -39.080 -20. 080 -13. 220 -21. 680 -68. 320 -57. 790 -24. 060 -34. 900 
1. 75: -17. 460 -39.020 -20. 690 -11. 540 -20. 704 -68. 010 -58. 850 -25. 430 -36. 520 






key : All longitudinal axis parameters 
1)  delta / F 
2)  nz / delta 31 theta / delta 
C P  
A A 
4) nr / nz 5 )  q / theta 
CP 
A A 
6)  nz / F 7)  q / F  
CP 
A h 
8 )  nz / F 9) q / F  
cmd cnd 
the data below is f o r  easy reading into fortran programs 
data 
0.25 -14.260 -38.090 -12.680 -11.640 -28.870 -63.970 -55.800 -21.760 -27.600 
0. SO -13.790 -41.380 -14.280 -10.930 -25. 570 -66.080 -53.640 -24. 140 -28.490 
0.75 -12.890 -39.620 -16.710 -11.370 -23.510 -63.870 -53. 110 -21.720 -29.760 
1.00 -13. 510 -39.280 -18. 190 -10.450 -22.220 -63.230 -53.920 -21.930 -31.440 
1.25 -14. 560 -39. 120 -19.230 -12. 170 -21.890 -65.830 -55.670 -22.630 -33.040 
1. 50 -16.040 -39.080 -20.080 -13.220 -21.680 -68.320 -57.790 -24.060 -34.900 
1.75 -17.460 -39.020 -20.690 -11. 540 -20.704 -be. 010 -58.850 -25.430 -36.520 
2 .00  -18.710 -39.000 -21.300 -12.670 -19.376 -70.380 -59.390 -26.660 -37.940 
204 
Table A. 1 1 - Simulator Data : Frequency Responses continued 
CONFIGURATION 5 : Phases 

















-81. 55 -57. 26 
-59.27 38.60 
-92.29 20.60 
-133. 93 14. 82 
-172. 83 11. 57 
-203. 78 9. 31 
-227. 48 8. 37 
-246. 53 6. 94 
































key : All longitudinal axis parameters 
1) delta / F 
2)  nz / delta 3) theta / delta 
C P  
* n 
4 )  nr / nz 5 )  q / theta 
=P 
n n 
6)  nr  / F 7)  q / F  
C P  
n n 
8 )  nz / F 9 )  q / F  
cnd crnd 














-171.83 11. 57 
-203.78 9. 31 
-227.48 8. 37 
-246. 53 6. 94 
-163. 58 47. 94 
-240. 33 22.02 
-254.94 7. 80 
-259.46 10. 26 
-262. 19 -2. 71 
-263.67 -14.44 
-264.80 -15.36 





























































































Table A. 1 1 - Simulator Data : Frequency 
CONFIGURATION 5 : llagnitudcs 
Qreq ! 1 2 3 4 5 
Responses continued 
6 7 8 9 
I 
I 
0. 251 -6. 490 -54. 070 -13. 990 0. 050 -41. 770 -61. 300 -62. 240 -19. 100 -26. 740 
0. SO1 -12. 370 -51. 470 -16. 920 -0. 950 -36. 930 -72. 790 -66. 220 -28. 480 -33. 730 




key : All lateral-directional axes parameters 
1) delta / F 
2)  ny / delta 3) p / delta 
CP 
A A 
4 )  ny / ny 5 )  P I P  
CP 
A c. 
6) ny / F 7 )  p / F  
CP 
h A 
0 )  ny / F 9)  p / F  
cmd cmd 
the data below is for  easy reading into fortran programs 
data 
0.25 -6.490 -34.070 -13.990 0.050 -41. 770 -61.300 -62.240 -19. 100 -26. 740 
0. 50 -12.370 -51.470 -16.920 -8.950 -36.930 -72.790 -66.220 -20.400 -33.730 
0.73 -39. 460 -31.910 -10.970 5. 390 -35.340 -05.770 -93.780 -58.480 -62.210 
206 
Table A. 1 1 - Simulator Data : Frequency Responses concluded 
CONFIGURATION 3 : P h r s a s  
freq I 1 2 3 4 3 6 7 8 9 
I 
I  
0. 23: -236. 74 -300. 30 -59. 71 -189. 32 -70. 17 -6.36 -6.62 -184. 30 -267. 87 




o. 73: -306.74 -330.93 -64. 16 -140.29 -6. s6 -57.97 -17.46 -282.70 -44.36 
key : All lateral-directional axes parameters 
1) delta / F 
2 )  ny / delta 3) p / delta 
CP 
A A 
4 )  ny / ny 5 )  P I P  
CP 
n n 
6 )  ny / F 7) p / F  
CP 
A A 
8 )  ny / F 9) p / F  
cmd cmd 
the data below is f o r  easy reading into fortran programs 
data 
0.23 -236.74 -300. 30 -59.71 -189.32 -70. 17 -6.36 -6. 62 -184.30 -267. 87 
0. 30 -286. 22 -329.91 -64. 90 -232. 36 -129.92 -128. 48 -121.04 -268.63 -4.06 
0. 73 -306. 74 -330. 99 -64. 16 -140. 25 -6. 56 -57. 97 -17.46 -282.70 -44. 36 
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